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Introduction

1.1 The task of automated expert finding

In large enterprises people often search not only for relevant documents, but also for their colleagues that know something on the topic of their information need (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). Sometimes the required knowledge is just not freely accessible in digital format. It might not be considered important enough to be digitized and stored or it can be hardly expressible in written language. In these cases asking other people becomes the only way to find an answer (Craswell et al., 2001). Those people who are able to satisfy certain information needs, give correct answers to specific questions, explain them and even guide the user further to other sources of relevant information are usually called experts. Experts can be in demand not only for asking them questions, but also for assigning them to some role or a job. Conference organizers may search for reviewers, recruiters for talented employees, even consultants for other consultants to redirect inquiries and decrease the risk of losing clients (Idinopulos and Kempler, 2003).

The need in finding a well-informed person may be critical for any kind of project. However, any attempt to identify experts by manual browsing through organizational documents or social networks may fail in very large enterprises, especially when they are geographically distributed. A standard text search engine may be of great help, but still is not able to fully automate this task. Usually, a specialized expert finding system is developed to assist in the search for individuals or departments that possess certain knowledge and skills within the enterprise and outside (Maybury, 2006). It allows to either save time and money on hiring a consultant when a company’s own human resources are sufficient, or to find an expert at affordable cost and convenient location in another organization. Similarly to a text search engine,
an automatic expert finder uses a short user query as an input and returns a list of persons sorted by their level of knowledge on the query topic. For ensuring traceability, the system usually returns not only the ranking of people, but also a list of evidences that indicate each person’s expertise (e.g. summaries of relevant documents related to the person) (Hawking, 2004).

Expert finding (also known as expertise search, expert recommendation, expertise location or expertise identification) inherits a lot from document retrieval and information filtering tasks, and is thereby traditionally regarded as a subject of research on Information Retrieval. It is also often considered that we should restrict the scope of our search to the experts who are all employees of the same organization. Despite that this limitation is not an obvious requirement for this task, expert finding is a part of the functionality of a typical Enterprise Search system, which usually operates within the scope of a single company. It is also important to distinguish between expert search and the search for someone whom users know or vaguely remember, like a celebrity or a classmate. Popular examples of people search engines are Spock.com, pipl.com, people.yahoo.com. Typically, these search systems ask for the name of a person, although some keywords describing the person’s interests or expertise may be used for disambiguation of persons with similar names. Note that an expert finding system aims to find any person with the certain knowledge, even though the restriction of the search to a specific subset of people is possible. Disambiguation of personal names also adds up to the complexity of this task, but still is not usually regarded as a primary concern.

The need for indirect expertise evidence Finding an expert is a challenging task, because expertise is a loosely defined concept which is hard to formalize. It is common to refer to expertise as to “tacit knowledge” (Baumard, 2001), the type of knowledge that people carry in their minds and which is, therefore, difficult to access. It is opposed to “explicit knowledge”, which is already captured, described, documented and stored. An expert finding system aims to assess and access “tacit knowledge” in organizations by finding a way to it through artifacts of “explicit knowledge”. It analyzes organizational documents in order to find some evidence about the expertise of the people they mention. Its final goal is to help people discover and transfer knowledge that otherwise would stay unused, and hence stimulate their “socialization”. According to this mission, a meeting planning component is often viewed as a functional requirement for an expert finding system (Serdyukov et al., 2008a).

It is however unclear what amount of personal knowledge should be con-
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sidered enough to name somebody “an expert”. It depends not only on the specificity of the user query, but also on characteristics of the respective expertise area: on its age, depth, and complexity. This means that the time spent to become a world-class expert in *Java Serialization* is probably only enough to gain a beginner level in *Atomic physics*. Despite that fact, however, expert finding systems usually do not infer the actual level of expertise or any quantitative estimate that may be easily explained or mapped to a qualitative scale. They just provide some estimate that may be used to rank people by their expertise on a topic. These estimates are often not even comparable across topics. As a result, a serious, but hardly avoidable drawback of the existing systems is that they recommend people in any case, even when there is no one in the organization who merely deserved to be named an expert on the topic. However, this issue is common for most tasks of ranked retrieval (Hawking and Robertson, 2003).

The relevance of organizational documents explicitly related to the person is usually used as *direct evidence* for personal expertise. This may include documents authored by the person, e.g. his/her publications, emails, forum messages, resumes, home pages, and even personal query logs (Maybury, 2006). However, other documents that just mention the person are also regarded as primary sources of direct expertise evidence. Since document relevance can be estimated only with high uncertainty, estimates of personal expertise are often not less uncertain. Even directly related content is not always a reliable evidence, since it may, for instance, contain discussions, showing the interest of involved people, but not their competence. We can also suppose that people might become authors of documents not only because of their direct contribution to the content, but due to some other kind of relation to their co-authors (e.g. if they are project managers or participated in related discussions at some point) (Bennett and Taylor, 2003). In other words, the direct relation to sources of topical information often implies personal experience from participation in topical activities, but not necessarily deep expertise on the topic.

The high uncertainty of direct evidence suggests that a possible way to improve our guess about someone’s expertise is to increase the amount of evidence by also taking *indirect evidence* into account. This includes organizational documents that are implicitly related to candidate experts, their colleagues and documents found outside of the organization. This thesis proposes several ways to deal with direct evidence, but, most importantly, it studies the utility of indirect evidence that can be found within the organization and outside.
From expertise identification to expertise selection The list of issues relevant to expert finding research is not reduced only to the inference of personal expertise. A practically usable expert finder should help not only to identify knowledgeable people, but also to select the most appropriate experts among them for a face-to-face contact (Ackerman et al., 2002). Since expert finding is a tool for improving organizational communication, it must be able to predict various features of a planned communication to help it be successful.

In the first place, it should assume that the communication should be physically doable. So, the availability and interruptibility of experts that may depend on their location and/or workload should be considered. Sometimes, an intelligent meeting planner, taking into account agenda records of several employees including the user and predictions for their future location, is required.

Second, it must estimate communication skills of persons along with their expertise. The knowledge exchange is often hardly reachable due to cultural or language differences, or due to lack of communication and presentation skills of an expert. The ability to present own work is always consonant with a talent to give and explain answers and may be inferred, for example, from the frequency of public talks.

An expert finder should also try to predict whether the communication is likely to be desired by both parts. Various human factors like expert’s mood or mental stress may be considered. Preferences of experts and users on communication with certain people (e.g., based on their positions/ranks or reputation in a company) should also be integrated. Most of the above-mentioned issues are the topic of the dedicated research on pervasive and ubiquitous computing, assuming that personal context can be inferred from measurements made by sensors of various types (Fogarty et al., 2005).

However, we consider that our work is orthogonal to the line of research described above. We envision a system with a decision function taking all kinds of evidence into account to provide the final ranking of candidate experts. The goal of this thesis is to improve the quality of the informed guess about personal expertise, assuming that other features are observed with sufficient confidence. The influence of each feature may be set by an automatic machine learner, the system administrator or inferred from explicit preferences of a specific user.
1.2 Research objectives

The research presented in this thesis attempts to find new ways to improve performance of expert finding systems. We seek for better understanding of how to extract the direct expertise evidence for a person from the organizational documents where he/she is mentioned, and how to utilize indirect evidence from the organizational documents implicitly related to the person and also those documents that can be found outside of the enterprise.

We describe various techniques of automatic expertise inference from organizational documentation, intra-organizational social networks and the World Wide Web. First, we propose a novel way of expertise evidence extraction from documents where the person is mentioned. Second, we show how to utilize features of organizational network consisting of documents and employees to gather additional evidence. Third, we explain how to combine local organizational evidence with the evidence acquired from the Web. Finally, to validate proposed methods we demonstrate how to utilize similar techniques for the following related tasks: entity search in Wikipedia and location ranking for placing Flickr images on a map. To achieve the results demonstrated in this thesis, we pursued the following research objectives and answered a number of associated research questions.

RO1: Going beyond independence of terms and experts

State-of-the-art expert finding methods infer personal expertise using sources of direct documentary evidence. Some of them, often the most effective ones, aggregate probabilities of relevance of organizational documents mentioning the person to get an estimate of personal expertise. They assume that the more often the person is detected in the documents containing many words describing the topic, the more likely we may rely on this person as an expert on this topic. However, these methods also consider that persons as well as terms occur in the document independently and do not influence the appearance of each other. Although, the assumption about independence among terms is a de facto standard in probabilistic approaches to IR (Crestani et al., 1998), the independence of terms from persons does not seem obvious. Topical words and persons mentioned in the text are entities of quite different nature and often appear in the text for different purposes. In this respect, we sought to answer the following research questions.

Does the assumption about dependence of terms and persons in a document lead to better performance of expert finding methods measuring the degree of their co-occurrence? How to model this dependence and estimate its strength? How to use the assumption of dependence to infer expertise?
RO2: Going beyond the scope of directly related organizational documents Most expert finding methods aggregate direct expertise evidence arising from the organizational documents mentioning candidate experts and do not notice indirect sources of expertise evidence. Particularly, they ignore the evidence that can be found by following implicit links between documents and persons. In other words, they do not propagate relevance probabilities further than to persons explicitly mentioned in the documents, even though persons and documents relevant to a query can be represented as a directed graph with paths of different length. In order to compensate for this inconsistency in approaches, we attempted to find the answers for the following research questions.

What sources of expertise evidence in the organization, besides those documents that mention the person, can be used for estimation of the personal expertise? Should we stop after the first step of relevance probability propagation from retrieved documents to directly related candidate experts? How to model multi-step relevance propagation in a graph of documents and persons?

RO3: Going beyond the scope of the organization While the intranet of an organization still should be regarded as a direct source of expertise evidence for its employees, the amount and quality of supporting organizational documentation is often not sufficient. At the same time, leading people search engines, such as Zoominfo.com or wink.com claim that none of their information is anything that one could not find on the Web (Arrington, 2007). Neglecting expertise evidence which can be easily found within striking distance is not practical. Consequently, our research implied answering the following questions:

What information sources outside of the organization are useful for finding experts? What measures can be used to get high-quality estimates of expertise from these sources? Is there any benefit in combining direct organizational and indirect web-based expertise evidences?

RO4: Going beyond the scope of the expert finding task Expert finding is an example of a task estimating the relevance (expertise) of an entity (person) when it has no explicit textual description or when such a description is incomplete. Since, there are tasks besides expert finding that encounter similar problems, it was promising to expand our research focus and to apply similar techniques and principles to other applications of the same type. Particularly, we tried to find the answers to the following questions by studying two tasks: entity ranking in Wikipedia and placing images on a map using
Do other applications benefit from the principles used to develop expert finding algorithms? To what degree should solutions be adapted for related tasks?

1.3 Thesis outline

The structure of this thesis follows the above-described research objectives. It starts from breaking the widely popular assumption about independence of persons and terms in documents. At its next step, it alleviates two restrictions: one stating that the evidence should be searched only in directly related documents and another one limiting the analysis only to documents hosted within the enterprise employing candidate experts. It finally arrives to the point which demonstrates how similar principles and techniques can be adopted in related tasks. The thesis is organized into the following chapters.

The next chapter describes state-of-the-art research on expert finding and related tasks. Chapter 3 presents our expert finding methods using the assumption of dependence between terms and persons in a document. Origins of this work can be found in (Serdyukov et al., 2007b; Serdyukov and Hiemstra, 2008a; Serdyukov et al., 2008c). Chapter 4 explains how to utilize indirect expertise evidence in the enterprise. The material used in this chapter is taken from (Serdyukov et al., 2007c, 2008b,d). Chapter 5 describes several ways to go outside of the enterprise and search for expertise evidence on the Web. They were initially proposed in (Serdyukov and Hiemstra, 2008b; Serdyukov et al., 2009a). Chapter 6 demonstrates how to apply similar and other task-specific techniques to applications resembling expert finding: entity ranking in Wikipedia and ranking locations for placing Flickr images on a map. The first part of this chapter is published as (Tsikrika et al., 2007), the second part is submitted as a patent and also published as (Serdyukov et al., 2009b). Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with an overview of its contributions and recommends directions for future research.
State of the Art

In this chapter, we give an overview of a number of effective and sophisticated expert finding methods known from academic publications, and, to show a complete picture, we also describe industrial solutions promoted in media and independent market studies. Later on, we draw and illustrate an insightful analogy between approaches popular in expert finding research and a series of related information retrieval technologies. Finally, we describe evaluation standards and test collections traditionally used by researchers on the topic of this thesis.

2.1 Expert Finding in research

Expert finding systems compelled close attention of the IR community only recently, but a large amount of work has been already done. In this section we describe the most cited approaches that we classify into four categories: profile-based, document-based, window-based and graph-based methods.

2.1.1 Profile-based expert finding

Early pioneering approaches to expert finding could be classified as profile-based (Craswell et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2005b). This technology was the first step in full automation of expert finding in organizations and generally aimed to avoid manual maintenance of personal profiles (resumes or home pages). In these approaches, all documents related to a candidate expert are merged into a single personal profile prior to the actual retrieval process. The proof of the relation between a person and a document can be an authorship or just the occurrence of personal identifiers (e.g. full names or email addresses) in the text of documents located in the organizational intranet: e.g. we may
consider external publications, descriptions of personal projects, sent emails
or answers in message boards. Resulting personal profiles are ranked like doc-
ments with respect to user queries using standard text similarity measures
and corresponding best candidate experts are suggested to the user.

However, a number of advanced profile-based approaches, using latest
progress in text retrieval research, have been suggested. Streeter and Lochbaum
(1988) proposed to solve the task of finding the organization with the highest
expertise by, first, building profiles using all organizational documentation
and, second, applying latent semantic indexing techniques to profile-term
vector space. Balog et al. (2006) (Model 1) followed language modeling ap-
proach to IR and ranked candidate experts by the probability of generating
a query by the language model of a candidate’s profile. In their model, each
term generated by the profile language model is produced by one of doc-
uments used to create the profile with the probability that the candidate
expert is actually related to the document. Later, they suggested using top-
ical profiles and ranked candidate experts by the richness of their profiles in
topics expressed in a query (Balog and de Rijke, 2007b). Petkova and Croft
(2006) grouped documents by type/format and weighted the contribution of
documents from each group to a candidate’s profile.

Document and Profile-based query expansion

Regarding expert finding as a task of profile retrieval motivated the appli-
cation of advanced document retrieval techniques for further improvement.
Among them, query expansion techniques using the top retrieved expert
profiles are the most popular. First, Macdonald and Ounis (2007a) applied
Divergence From Randomness (DFR) based weighting of terms from the
top profiles to select a few expansion terms. Serdyukov et al. (2007a) sug-
gested massive query expansion approach through representing the query as a
mixture of document- and profile-specific relevance language models. Later,
Macdonald and Ounis (2007b) measured topical cohesiveness of an expert
profile (averaged similarity of individual documents to the entire profile) to
select coherent profiles for expansion and hence avoid topic drift. Alterna-
tively, they used only those documents included in expert profiles that were
already highly relevant to the topic. However, the latter approach looks
similar to the classic query expansion from a document collection (Lavrenko
and Croft, 2001), since most relevant documents in most relevant profiles
will supposedly be among the top retrieved documents from the collection
anyway. Query expansion from organizational documents is actually popular
in expert finding research and appears in works of Petkova and Croft (2006)
and Balog et al. (2008b)
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2.1.2 Document-based expert finding

Early profile-based approaches demonstrated that it is reasonable to consider that the more often a person is mentioned in documents rich in query terms, the higher chance that the person has some knowledge on the query topic. However, as it became clear later, it is better to analyze the co-occurrence of personal identifiers and topical words on the lower, and hence less ambiguous levels: within the scope of documents or text windows. Our confidence in that the piece of text containing many query terms is relevant should be inversely proportional to its size (i.e. proportional to the density of topical words). And the chance that a candidate mentioned in the text actually relates to its relevant part also increases if we consider smaller text fragments, or at least not all related documents as a single fragment. Consequently, the follow-up document-based approaches proposed to analyze the content of each document separately and let their individual relevance probabilities add up to the probability of expertness of related persons.

Language model based expert finding

One of the most cited document-based expert finding methods was simultaneously proposed by Balog et al. (2006) and Cao et al. (2005). It is based on the probabilistic language modeling (LM) principle of IR and considers that the expertise of candidate person $e$ with respect to the query $Q$ is proportional to the probability $P(Q, e)$:

$$P(Q, e) = \sum_{D \in \text{Top}} P(Q|D)P(e|D)P(D) \quad (2.1)$$

where $P(Q|D)$ is the probability of the document $D$ to generate the query $Q$, which is assumed proportional to the unknown probability that the document $D$ is relevant. $P(e|D)$ is the probability of association between the candidate $e$ and the document $D$. $\text{Top}$ is the set of documents retrieved and the prior probability $P(D)$ is distributed uniformly over the $\text{Top}$. $\text{Top}$ can be unbounded or limited to the predefined number of top ranked documents, selected by rank or relevance probability.

The probability of the query to be generated by the document language model, considering independence assumption about term generation, is expressed as:

$$P(Q|D) = \prod_{q \in Q} P(q|D), \quad (2.2)$$

where the product is taken over all individual occurrences of query terms. Term generation probabilities are estimated as:
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\[ P(q|D) = (1 - \lambda_G) \frac{c(q,D)}{|D|} + \lambda_G \frac{\sum_{D' \in \mathcal{C}} c(q,D')}{\sum_{D' \in \mathcal{C}} |D'|} \]  

(2.3)

where \( c(q,D) \) is the term count of \( q \) in the document \( D \), \(|D|\) is the document length and \( \lambda_G \) is a Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parameter - the probability of a term to be generated from the global language model calculated over the entire collection \( \mathcal{C} \) (empirically set to 0.8 in our experiments). This specific kind of smoothing outperformed Bayesian smoothing in their experiments with profile- and document-based models (Balog et al., 2006).

Document-candidate association probabilities are calculated empirically using the following equation:

\[ P(e|D) = \frac{a(e, D)}{\sum a(e', D)} \]  

(2.4)

where \( a(e, D) \) is the non-normalized association score between the candidate \( e \) and the document \( D \) proportional to their strength of relation (in most cases, to the importance of a field where the candidate occurred).

Balog’s document-based method (often referred by authors as Method 2) not only outperforms profile-based methods according to their evaluation (where their own profile-based method is named Method 1), but is also based on theoretically-sound language model based information retrieval framework. These circumstances motivated us to use this approach as a baseline in the majority of experiments described in this thesis.

Data fusion based expert finding

Although, this thesis pays particular attention to the previous model as a baseline in our empirical comparisons, another class of similar methods also deserves extensive mention. Macdonald and Ounis (2006) proposed a number of data fusion based methods slightly deviating from the principle of summing relevances of documents related to a candidate. For example, one method summed not relevance scores, but reciprocal ranks of documents (RR), another one, called Votes, just used the number of documents with the person mention in the top. Methods using minimum, maximum and average of relevance scores were also evaluated. BM25 weighting model (Robertson et al., 2000) was used to measure relevance scores of documents. Later Macdonald et al. (2008a) suggested to cluster documents related to a candidate, measure relevance of these clusters and sum reciprocal ranks of clusters for each candidate. They also utilized query-independent evidence of document relevance in the organizational collection: URL path length (inversely proportional to relevance) and the number of inlinks (directly proportional to relevance).
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2.1.3 Window-based expert finding

Some recent works attempted to avoid propagation of relevance of those document parts that are not related strongly enough to the candidate expert. In one approach, only the score of the text window of a fixed size (150-200 words) surrounding the person’s mention was considered (Lu et al., 2006). Balog and de Rijke (2008) later expanded this model to consider windows of various sizes at the same time, weighted by their importance. In another approach, the partial relevance of each query term instance found in a document contributed to the probability of a candidate’s expertise, but proportionally to its word distance from the nearest mention of the candidate in this document. Different distance functions have been applied and some of them lead to window-based approaches (Petkova and Croft, 2007).

2.1.4 Graph-based expert finding

It is important to mention another line of research that proposed finding experts by measuring their centrality in organizational or public social networks. These approaches often ignore the relevance of content related to candidate experts and utilize documents only as the context establishing relations between candidates based on the fact of their co-occurrence. Sometimes they are even designed as query independent measures of prior belief that a person is authoritative within some knowledge community and therefore able to answer questions on topics popular in the community. It seems that while for very specialized communities this assumption seems plausible, there is no guarantee that central users from multidisciplinary knowledge networks are “know-it-alls.”

First, Campbell et al. (2003) compared the HITS algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999) against a simple document-based approach, similar to the Votes method (see Section 2.1.2) on email corpora from two different organizations. The directed social graph was created using e-mail headers and from/to fields — so, contained only persons as nodes and e-mails as edges. Using HITS (only authority scores) for candidate ranking resulted in better precision, but lower recall than for the simple method. Zhang et al. (2007) analyzed a large highly specialized (in Java programming) help-seeking community in order to identify users with high expertise. The social graph was built from post/reply user interactions with edges directed from questions to answers to reward answering activity. Three measures were compared: answers/questions ratio and graph centralities: HITS and PageRank. The former measure outperformed centralities what meant that answering questions of those users who answer a lot themselves is not an activity indicating high expertise. Another
study demonstrated that rankings produced by both HITS and PageRank are inferior to the ranking by a standard document-based method (Chen et al., 2006). This result is especially relevant and significant to our research, since authors also experimented with TREC 2006 data (W3C corpus, only mailing lists) used in this thesis as well.

Finding experts in topic-focused communities or for random topics expressed in user queries is a more novel and complex task than the long known problem of finding authoritative people in large social networks. For instance, the authority (citation index) of scientists in co-authorship networks is traditionally defined by centrality measures: closeness, betweenness, Markov centrality (PageRank) etc. (Liu et al., 2005a). These measures do a good job for tasks of identifying globally important social actors, so not necessarily active in the scope of a certain topic. The illustrative example is the task of finding influential bloggers (see Section 2.3.3). However, as was already mentioned, these approaches are not known to be successful in query-dependent expert finding scenarios for which it is hard to detect a well-developed and homogeneous social community on the topic of each possible query.

2.2 Real-world Expert Finding

2.2.1 Commercial expert finding systems

Expert finding started to gain its popularity at the end of ’90s, when Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, and NASA made their experiences in building such systems public (Davenport, 1997, 1998; Becerra-Fernandez, 2000). They basically represented repositories of employee profiles with simple search functionality. These profiles contained a summary of personal knowledge, skills, affiliations, education, and interests, as well as contact information. Surprisingly expert finding is not considered an integral part of enterprise search systems nowadays. This situation seems to be the consequence of the current immaturity of the enterprise search market and should improve with the expected growth of competition in the future (Owens, 2008).

However, expert finding services can be found within the enterprise search frameworks of major vendors. Autonomy (www.autonomy.com), the undisputed market leader, provides a classic expert finding service with a feature to use a document as a query. FAST (www.fastsearch.com), the runner-up, does not provide its own solution, but supports AskMe (www.ankme.com), a company that develops an expert finder on the top of the FAST platform. Their expertise search engine is not fully automatic: AskMe expects users to upload personal documents to the server on their own for profiling purposes.
However, AskMe considers the workload aspect: it enables experts to specify the number of questions that they are willing to answer per day. FAST is acquired by Microsoft in April 2008, and Microsoft recently started to advertise their expert finding solution built on the basis of their Office and Outlook products. Microsoft Knowledge Network is a profile based expert finder using personal emails as the primary expertise evidence (Microsoft, 2007). It recommends those experts who are found in proximity to the user in the organizational social network. Endeca (www.endeca.com), the third enterprise search market leader, does not offer a “plug and play” expert search engine, but with their powerful entity search technologies, an expert finder can be rapidly developed on the client side. Its Guided Navigation technology also allows to refine a query by specifying different aspects extracted from the initially returned result: experts’ position in a company or their areas of expertise. The famous case of using Endeca’s expert finder in IBM (where it was called ‘Professional Marketplace’) is described by Maybury (2006).

Among specialized tools for expert finding, there are several well-known and worth mentioning: Tacit Illumio (www.illumio.com), Triviumsofts SEE-K (www.triviumsoft.com) and Recommind Mindserver (www.recommind.com). Illumio, in contrast to the traditional centralized approach (Craswell et al., 2005a), accounts on the distributed arrangement of the data in the enterprise. Its client monitors personal desktop, extracts expertise evidence from its content and serves as a filter for incoming requests for expertise that are intelligently disseminated by the central server to user desktops. Mind-server provides advanced faceted search and query refinement capabilities: it groups experts by a project or location and shows keywords representing aspects of their expertise. SEE-K can be also distinguished for its extraordinary approach to result visualization: each expert’s skills are represented as a tree with most characteristic skills placed closer to the root and minor skills depicted as leaves.

Almost all above-described solutions provide highly intelligent expertise identification functionality (although in terms of effectiveness they are not known to be ahead of research community (see Section 2.1)) and many of them offer powerful ways to represent and manually navigate search results. However, while dedicated expert finders and expert search systems with expertise location functionality are of a great help to improve organizational communication and knowledge flow, they are still too far from providing a complete and tolerable solution. According to recent surveys, only 55 percent of professional services employees and a mere 27 percent of public sector employees are able to locate expertise using their current enterprise search systems (Recommind, 2009). Moreover, there are still no applications that would assist users at each step of expertise sharing and acquisition, as it
is envisioned in early research on expert finding (McDonald and Ackerman, 1998; Johansson et al., 2000).

### 2.2.2 Free on-line expert finding

Some large-scale free on-line people search (www.spock.com) and expert finding (www.zoominfo.com) systems are already quite well-known in consultancy business (Fields, 2007). The ZoomInfo’s PowerSearch offers a search over 34 million business professionals and 2 million companies across virtually every industry. Analogous specialized search engines exist for journalists (www.profnet.com) and lawyers (www.expertwitness.com). Some on-line resume databases (www.monster.com) and social networking systems (www.linkedin.com) are often used as expert search engines for recruiting purposes (King, 2006; Kolek and Saunders, 2008).

Advanced academic search engines already allow search for people who are influential in the certain research area. Google Scholar shows key authors for the topic in addition to the ranking of relevant publications. The Community of Science (cos.com) contains profiles of more than 480,000 experts from over 1,600 institutions worldwide. Besides searching, it can be used for browsing a hierarchically organized expertise taxonomy.

### 2.3 Related tasks

Many tasks where we basically try to search or analyze people and their artifacts have a lot in common with expert finding. Thus, it comes as no surprise that some techniques used in novel application domains look like inspired by expert finding approaches, while some other methods deserve to be regarded as their predecessors. We give a detailed review of allied problems and their state-of-the-art solutions in this section.

#### 2.3.1 Finding similar experts

Balog and de Rijke (2007a) identify the task of finding similar experts in an organization and propose a simple ranking solution based on measuring overall similarity of candidate experts to those specified in the example list. Similarity is measured by Jaccard coefficient measuring the magnitude of overlap between sets of documents related to compared candidates. In their follow-up work they use various query-independent measures of personal reputation, popularity and social activity to recommend only top-notch experts (Hofmann et al., 2008).
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There is a line of research on link prediction in social networks that by implication strongly relates to the above-described task and people recommendation tasks in general (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2003). Its methods for measuring similarity between two graph nodes are not limited to common neighbors based approach employed by Balog and de Rijke (2007a) for finding similar experts. Alternatively, methods calculating hitting time for two nodes (expected number of steps required for a random surfer to reach one node starting from another) (Jeh and Widom, 2002) or clustering nodes (Cadez et al., 2000) allow to also take high-order co-occurrences into account.

2.3.2 Finding experts at question/answering portals

A clever way to find experts is to find a place where these experts not only dwell and willingly share their expertise, but also regularly get evaluated by other experts or regular users. Community-driven question/answering portals are the places where people ask questions, give answers and vote for the best of them. The most popular example is Yahoo! Answers \(^1\), the largest community of its kind nowadays with a market share approaching 100%. The typical research problem of finding the best answer for a question resembles expert finding, if we consider features of answerers only, not looking at features of answers.

The history of a user activity at the portal, namely the number of questions and answers are often used to predict the quality of fresh answers given by that user. According to recent studies, the most predictive content-independent feature of answer quality is the ratio of previously given and promoted (selected as best by askers or collectively by user votes) answers of the answerer (Agichtein et al., 2008). Furthermore, focusing on a particular category correlated with obtaining best ratings for answers in categories where questions centered on factual or technical content (e.g. Programming) (Adamic et al., 2008). Dom and Paranjpe (2008) suggested a number of Bayesian smoothing techniques using overall population statistics to get a better estimate of the above-mentioned probability that a randomly selected answer from the user history is also the best one for the corresponding question. The HITS algorithm on the user-answer graph was also utilized recently and authority (or hub) score of a user was proposed as a better predictor of new answers’ quality (Jurczyk and Agichtein, 2007).

Surprisingly, the language model of user expertise, mined from the history of questions/answers was never used to predict the quality of new answers. Moreover, while these systems explicitly (Zhang et al., 2007) or implicitly

\(^1\)answers.yahoo.com
(Adamic et al., 2008) search for experts in the community, their analysis is always query/question independent and actually akin to finding the most helpful, demanded and active users, but not necessarily experts in very specific topics. From the other hand, being successful in these communities does not necessarily mean to readily provide top-quality expertise. According to Adamic et al. (2008) only 1% of questions posted at Yahoo!Answers requires expertise level above average.

2.3.3 Finding influential/relevant blogs

The challenge of finding trend setters in Blogosphere is one the most intriguing in web-based social analysis (Agarwal et al., 2008). Despite that a significant number of blogs are maintained by communities, and not by individuals, it is obvious that they represent a collection of documents (posts) containing firsthand evidence about expertise of their author(s). Since blogs are web-sites, it comes as no surprise that their influence is often determined by classic authority measures, Indegree, HITS or PageRank, measuring how often blog posts are cited by reputable sources. It is also suggested to consider not only popularity, but also novelty of posted stories, since many influential posts start a trend only after being re-posted by already famous bloggers (Song et al., 2007).

The search for blogs relevant to a query (Ounis et al., 2008) not only looks similar to expert finding, but even borrows its ready-made solutions. Elsas et al. (2008) evaluate both profile-based (all posts are merged into a “virtual” document) and document-based (each post relevance is measured separately) expert finding approaches. In the latter case, the contribution of each post relevance to the overall blog relevance is made proportional to the similarity between the blog and the post. Seo and Croft (2008) evaluates these methods and also proposes own hybrid approach based on clustering posts within a blog and summing relevance of these clusters. Actually, authors of both papers claim that their solutions are adopted not from research on expert finding, but on distributed information retrieval, which is reviewed in the next section.

2.3.4 Resource selection

Resource (database, server, or collection) selection is a well-known IR problem with first solutions published in mid 90's (Callan et al., 1995; Voorhees et al., 1995; Gravano, 1998). It appeared first as a task of web search service selection by a metasearch engine (Selberg and Etzioni, 1995; Dreilinger and Howe, 1997) and then grew into an independent sub-topic of research on
Distributed IR dealing with thousands of autonomous collections, e.g. nodes of a Peer-to-Peer web search engine (Chernov et al., 2005). Since it is impossible to forward a query to all databases, they are usually pre-ranked by their potential to return relevant document in response to a query, based on aggregated statistics of their documents. There are two principal approaches assuming that collections are either cooperative, i.e. voluntarily sharing their aggregates, or uncooperative, so permitting only their sampling with queries (Craswell, 2000).

Resource selection in a cooperative environment comes to ranking collections as single documents and hence has much in common with profile-based expert finding (see Section 2.1.1). While methods just merging collection documents to get aggregated statistics are among earliest known (Zobel, 1997; Xu and Croft, 1999), the most popular approach uses a task-specific tfidf approach. Document frequency in the collection is used instead of the sum of term frequencies, and inverted document frequency is approximated by inverted collection frequency (Callan et al., 1995). However, the most effective method for uncooperative environment copies (samples) a part of the collection and then sums the relevance of these documents w.r.t. to a query to rank collections (Si and Callan, 2003). It bears a great resemblance with document-based expert finding approaches, if we do not consider the fact that only a sample of documents is used (see Section 2.1.2).

### 2.3.5 Information filtering/routing

In some situations users approach the expert finding system not with a short query, but with a thorough description of their expertise need. A particular case of such a scenario is an automatic search for reviewers, when a conference management system assigns knowledgeable researchers to review articles using a submitted paper or a conference description as a text pattern describing the meaning of the appropriate expertise. Traditionally, expertise of reviewers (candidate experts) is described by their profiles mined from the documents they authored. The task then comes to matching a paper to these profiles using either vector-space (Dumais and Nielsen, 1992; Hettich and Pazzani, 2006) or probabilistic approaches (Karimzadehgan et al., 2008).

A similar task is intelligent message addressing, i.e. finding potential recipients of a chat/email message. This technology becomes indispensable when users constantly receive a lot of impersonal emails or newsletters from their employer, although not being able to unsubscribe from them because of the company’s rules. A message addressing (at the sender’s side) or filtering (at the recipient’s side) mechanism learns a user model from the user’s personal data (e.g. sent emails) and uses it to provide binary classification
of messages. This approach is similar to spam filtering with the classifier of legitimate emails trained on the user’s personal data. Recently, it was demonstrated that traditional expert finding methods, although not being the best possible solution, are able to successfully cope with this task (Carvalho and Cohen, 2008).

### 2.3.6 Faceted search

Faceted search is an information aggregation technology for structuring and visualizing search results. It aims to facilitate the interaction between a user and the search system by helping the navigation through results and consequent query refinement (Hearst, 2006; Knabe and Tunkelang, 2007). The most popular related technology focuses on presenting retrieved documents in groups (facets) each corresponding to a single document feature and further grouping documents within each facet by feature values. These features might be extracted from a document’s metadata (e.g. date of issue, owner, purpose) or inferred from its content (e.g. topics, sentiments or real-world entities mentioned in it). If a faceted search system is able to group documents along such facets as “authors”, “personalities” or “employees”, then it is reasonable to think of it as of an expert finding system.

However, there was little research done on ranking facet-value pairs, so basically most faceted search interfaces output them in alphabetical order. Recently, it was also proposed to order facet-value pairs either by the number of documents where each of them appear, or by the correlation (e.g. measured by the pointwise mutual information score) between the probability of association of a facet-value pair with the document and the probability of its relevance (topicality) (Koren et al., 2008). Both approaches, if applied to the “people” facet, closely resemble document-based expert finding methods (see Section 2.1.2): the Votes (Macdonald and Ounis, 2006) and the language model based methods respectively (Balog et al., 2006).

### 2.3.7 Entity ranking

Expert finding can also be regarded as a specialized entity ranking task with restriction of search to only entities of such types as “people” or “employees”. In general, many more kinds of entities are usually mentioned in documents and hence can be searched by matching their context to a query. This context can be often specified explicitly, e.g. as an article in an encyclopedia. Searching with graph-based methods for typed entities (images, dates, phone numbers etc.) on the Web was explored recently in several publications (Cheng et al., 2007; Zaragoza et al., 2007). An entity ranking track started in 2007
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at the INEX workshop. Using the Wikipedia collection, where entities are described by Wiki-articles and highly interlinked, INEX evaluates the search for entities by limiting the result set for each query to a specific entity type (category). We propose our own solution to this task in Chapter 6 based on expert finding techniques we proposed in Chapter 4.

2.4 Evaluation standards

The expert search task is a part of the Enterprise track of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) since its first run in 2005 (Craswell et al., 2005a). It is also the only enterprise search task being run each year since then until 2008. The TREC community created experimental data sets consisting of organizational document collections, lists of candidate experts and sets of search topics, each with a list of actual experts. The evaluation measures were borrowed from the text retrieval tasks and applied to the submitted ranked lists of candidate experts as otherwise for documents. We also review a number of alternative collections with interesting properties.

2.4.1 TREC 2005-2006: W3C corpus

The collection used in Enterprise Track of Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) in 2005 and 2006 represents the internal documentation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and was crawled from the public W3C (*.w3.org) sites in June 2004. As shown in Table 2.1, the data consists of 331,037 documents from several sub-collections: web pages, source code, mailing lists etc. Not the entire data is useful - for instance, the dev part is rarely used despite its size. While there are not so many near-duplicates in the lists part, only about 60,000 e-mails are single messages and the rest of them belongs to about 21,000 multi-message threads (Wu and Oard, 2005). In contrast, www part contains a lot of “almost near-duplicates”, e.g. revisions of the same report document describing W3C standards and guidelines.

The W3C data is supplemented with a list of 1092 candidate experts represented by their full names and email addresses. Two quite different sets of queries were used by participants. In 2005, 50 queries were created using names of working groups in W3C as titles and members of these groups were considered experts on the query topic. Judgments were therefore binary, 1 for experts (members) and 0 for non-experts (non-members). In 2006 the TREC community collectively and manually judged each candidate for each

\footnote{http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/2007/xmlSearch.html}
of 49 developed queries using the provided list of supporting documents for each candidate. Supporting meant that such a document is on the query topic to some extent and mentions the candidate. The judgment scale was not binary and participants could mark candidates not only as experts and non-experts, but also as “unknown” when they were not sure which category a candidate belongs to. While queries from 2006 allow to reproduce a classic expert search scenario, queries from 2005 actually simulate the search for sub-groups within an organization (a search for any person in the group working on the query topic problem). However, since judgments are made without human expert opinion about knowledgeable of candidates, it is rather unclear if they make realistic evaluations possible.

### 2.4.2 TREC 2007-2008: CSIRO corpus

The collection used in Enterprise Track of Text REtrieval Conference in 2007 and 2008 represents a crawl of publicly available pages hosted at the official web sites (about 100 * *.csiro.au hosts) of Australia’s national science agency (CSIRO), done in March 2007 (Bailey et al., 2007b). The collection, often referred as CERC (CSIRO Enterprise search collection), contains 370,715 documents with a total size of 4.2GB. There is no official division into sub-collections, but according to Jiang et al. (2007) about 89% of documents are HTML pages, 4% are pdf/word/excel documents and the rest is a mix of multimedia, script and log files. At least 95% of pages have one or more outgoing links as reported by Bailey et al. (2007a).

TREC 2007/2008 participants were provided not with a list of candidates, but with only a structural template of email addresses used by CSIRO employees: firstname.lastname@csiro.au (e.g. John.Doe@csiro.au). Thus, in order to build the list of CSIRO employees through extracting their e-mail addresses from the corpus, most participants had to get around spam protection, check if similarly looking addresses belong to the same employee and filter non-personal addresses (e.g. education.act@csiro.au). While such an ap-
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proach makes the expert finding task more complex, it is doubtful whether it becomes more realistic. Usually, all employees are registered with a staff department and hence it should be possible to automatically inquire for the list of current employees and avoid recommending those who have left the company.

The topic set used in 2007 was created with the help of CSIRO’s Science Communicators. Their everyday responsibilities include interacting with industry groups, government agencies, media, and the general public. Sometimes, they actually act as expert finders on demand, since often questions they answer are requests for employees with specific knowledge. Organizers asked about 10 science communicators to develop topics in areas of their expertise. That resulted in 50 queries, each supplemented with a few “key contacts” - the most authoritative and knowledgeable employees on the query topic. On average, the number of key contacts per topic was 3 (from 1 to 11) and 152 in total. The primary requirement was that topics should be broad and important enough to deserve a dedicated overview page at the CSIRO web-site. While it was unknown whether the collection actually contains any evidence of expertise for the proclaimed experts, the realism of experimental setting certainly increased comparing to previous years when experts were elected by non-experts (participants). In 2008 topic descriptions were created again with the help of science communicators, but judgments were made by participants in the same way as in 2006.

2.4.3 Other collections

The UvT Expert collection is the most popular among alternative datasets and developed using public data about employees of Tilburg University (UvT), the Netherlands. The total collection size in XML format is 380MB and contains information (in English and Dutch) about 1168 experts. This often includes a page with contact information, research and course descriptions and publications record (full text of 1,880 publications is available). In addition, each expert details his/her background by selecting expertise areas from a list of topics. Balog et al. (2007) suggested to use 981 of these topics which have both English and Dutch translations.

There are a few less acknowledged collections used once for expert finding. Hogan and Harth (2007) describe an expert finding test collection made of DBLP and CiteSeer databases containing abstracts of computer science publications. Authors crawled them, integrated and converted into RDF format what results in the corpus of 18GB size including 715,690 abstracts. Demartini and Niederee (2008) proposed the task of finding experts using only the data from personal desktops. The data was gathered from desktops.
of 14 users (researchers) in November 2006. The collection included 48,000 items of 8GB size, mainly e-mails, publications, address books and calendar appointments, as well as desktop activity logs (Chernov, 2008). All participants developed queries, related to their activities, and performed search only for people mention in documents from their own desktops. Demartini (2007) examines the task of finding experts in Wikipedia and suggests two ways of using it. First, for finding world-known personalities described by Wiki-pages under categories People or LivingPeople. Second, for finding experts among ordinary users contributing to Wiki Community, considering the text and semantic markup of their contributions.

2.4.4 Performance measures

In accordance to the tradition established by TREC community, expert finding methods are evaluated in exactly the same way as document retrieval systems. It is reasonable, since the quality of rankings can be estimated independently of what we rank if quality measures for individual items are alike. As long as expert judgments for candidate experts are binary as relevance judgments for documents, the same evaluation strategy can be applied.

The following performance measures are standard for TREC official evaluations and also used to evaluate the methods proposed in this thesis. Usually the macro-average of these measures over all queries in a test set is used to compare expert finding systems. Note that instead of documents we talk about candidate experts or just candidates and in place of relevant documents we refer to experts.

- **Precision at $K^{th}$ rank**: probability to find an expert by picking a random candidate from those with ranks lower or equal to $K$. In other words, it is the share of experts among top $K$ ranked candidates.

- **Average Precision**: probability to find an expert by first taking an expert randomly and then picking a random candidate among those with ranks lower or equal to the rank of the initially selected expert. In other words, it is the average of precisions calculated at ranks that the system assigned to experts.

- **Reciprocal Rank**: the inverted rank of the highest ranked expert. In other words, it is the precision calculated at the rank of the highest ranked expert.

In most of our comparisons we rely on Average Precision as on the primary performance indicator, since it measures the overall capability of a
system to distinguish between non-experts and experts, even when they appear deep down the ranking. However, it is clear that the critical demand for high precision at low ranks distinguishes users of expert finding systems even in comparison to users of web search engines. The cost of a false recommendation in expert search is much higher than in web search: a conversation with an ignorant person or even reading documents supporting the incorrect system’s expertise judgment takes much longer time than taking a glance at a single irrelevant web page. By similar reasons, measures purely based on recall are used on quite rare occasions in expert finding research.
Beyond independence of terms and experts

One of the most popular assumptions leveraged by many expert finding methods states that the expertise of a person should correlate with the co-occurrence of personal identifiers (such references as full names, e-mail or home-page addresses) and topical terms in organizational documents (Westerveld, 2006). According to this belief, the more often a person is mentioned in documents containing many topical terms, the higher the chance that this person actually has some knowledge on the topic. However, expert finding methods using the above assumption also consider that persons as well as terms occur in documents independently and do not influence the appearance of each other. Although, the independence of terms in documents and queries is accepted as a standard in probabilistic information retrieval models (Crestani et al., 1998), mainly due to performance advantages of such simplifications, the independence of terms from persons given the document is not so obviously grounded and needs re-thinking.

In this chapter, we answer research questions posed in the beginning of this thesis and related to Research Objective 1 (see Section 1.2). We propose two models that break the assumption of independence between terms and candidate experts. The first model claims that the occurrence of terms in the document may be explained by the presence of candidate experts. We propose a method regarding people as generators of the relevant document’s content. Our generative modeling combines the features of both so-called profile- and document-based approaches: it ranks candidates using their language models built from the retrieved documents, but also takes the frequency of candidate’s mentions in the top ranked documents as supporting evidence of his/her expertise on the search topic. Our second model does not strictly assume that people generate the content of documents they are
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mentioned in, but tries to capture the strength of association between the document’s relevance and persons by looking at how their personal identifiers are positioned in the document relative to positions of query terms.

3.1 Person-centric expert finding

The key approaches to expert finding discussed in Chapter 2.1 state that the level of personal expertise can be determined by the aggregation of document scores related to a person. However, their intuition is generally based on measuring the co-occurrence degree of query terms and personal identifiers within the context of topical documents. It indeed seems reasonable to think that good experts should be mentioned in documents containing many query terms. This assumption is also supported by the fact that expanding the query usually leads to the improvement of not only document retrieval, but also expert finding (Macdonald and Ounis, 2007a).

In probabilistic terms, effective expert finding often comes to the estimation of the joint probability \( P(e, q_1, \ldots, q_k) \) of observing the candidate expert \( e \) together with query terms \( q_1 \ldots q_k \) in a sample generated by language models of documents \( D \) from the set of top ranked documents \( Top \). For instance, the document-based model by Balog et. al. (see Section 2.1.2) defines this joint probability as:

\[
P(e, q_1, \ldots, q_k) = \sum_{D \in Top} P(e|D) \prod_{i=1}^{k} P(q_i|D)P(D)
\]

(3.1)

As we may notice, this model assumes the independent generation of all query terms and the candidate by a document. The assumption of independent generation of terms by document language models is widely accepted. For example, the above mentioned model looks similar to the popular query expansion method by Lavrenko and Croft (2001), also assuming term independence, if only one regards the candidate expert \( e \) as a candidate term for expansion. However, persons mentioned in the document are often responsible for its content, either explicitly as authors, or implicitly as recipients. We may also think of candidate experts as strong indicators for a document topic, even when they are just mentioned in the text. For example, the reference to an information source often contains a person’s name what implies that the person is the source of terms (or, at least, ideas) mentioned in the document around his/her name.

We demonstrate two graphical models that we compare in this work on Figure 3.1. So, while according to a typical document-based method, a doc-
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Figure 3.1: Dependence networks for two methods of estimating $P(e, q_1, ..., q_k)$

A document has its own unique document language model that produces terms for that document (see Figure 3.1a), in our method, (see Figure 3.1b), a document does not have the language model, but requests candidate experts to generate its terms using their personal language models. Note that we still consider that the global (collection) language model is also partly responsible for generating terms in a document.

This section is further organized as follows. In the next section, we show how to utilize the assumption that persons mentioned in a document influence the generation of terms it consists of. In Section 3.1.2, we explain how personal language models can be mined from retrieved documents and used further to predict the quality of personal expertise. Experimental results supporting our assumptions are presented in Section 3.1.3. Now, we define our person-centric model formally.

3.1.1 Making persons responsible

The person-centric method, which is the main contribution of this chapter, can be viewed as a hybrid method combining the features of both document- and profile-based methods (see Section 2.1). It builds its prediction by analyzing the top retrieved documents and summarizing the expertise evidence found. However, the estimation of a personal language model (see Section 3.1.2) becomes the crucial step in this prediction.

Our approach is based on the assumption of dependency between the query terms and a candidate. We suppose that candidates are actually responsible for the generation of terms within retrieved documents. According to the model presented in Figure 3.1b, we calculate the required joint probability as follows:

$$P(e, q_1, ..., q_k) = \sum_{D \in \text{Top}} P(q_1, ..., q_k | e) P(e | D) P(D) = P(q_1, ..., q_k | e) \sum_{D \in \text{Top}} P(e | D) P(D)$$

(3.2)

where $P(q_1, ..., q_k | e)$ is the probability of generating the query from the personal language model of the candidate $e$. It reflects the amount of relevant
knowledge of the candidate. The sum in the right part of this formula can be considered as a prior probability $P(e)$ that one can name the candidate $e$ an expert on the topic even without looking at the term distribution in his/her personal language model:

$$P(e) = \sum_{D \in \text{top}} P(e|D)P(D),$$

which basically measures the influence/activity of the candidate in the topic area. It is proportional to the frequency of appearance of the candidate in the topical documents. We take a ranked document prior to be inversely dependent on the document rank: $P(D) = 1/\text{rank}(D)$ in order to distinguish the importance of a document in covering the aspects of the query topic. In our experiments we also show the performance with uniformly distributed $P(e) = 1/m$, where $m$ is a number of candidate experts in the system and hence such a prior does not affect the ranking. We could also consider not ranks, but actual scores as in Equation 3.1. However, since we do not use this prior solely for ranking, but multiply it with another probability, it was necessary to avoid strong variation of its estimate across queries and make it not score-, but only ranking-dependent.

We also consider that query terms occur independently given a candidate expert, what results in:

$$P(q_1, \ldots, q_k|e) = \prod_{i=1}^{k} P(q_i|e)$$

Now we present our algorithm of mining for personal language models from the top retrieved documents.

### 3.1.2 Mining for personal language models

As we see, the personal query term generation probabilities $P(q_i|e)$ are the only estimates we miss so far. Of course, we can calculate them in the way similar to the one which profile-based methods use: merge those retrieved documents that relate to the person $e$ into a single profile document and calculate corresponding maximum likelihood estimates of term generation probabilities (see Section 2.1.1). However, it would be justifiable if there was only one person per document. Since we have already postulated that all candidates may be responsible for generating query terms in the documents they are mentioned in, such approach would give us only a very rough approximation of personal language models in most cases. Another quick solution may be to measure the “share” of document term frequency that
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should contribute to personal language models using the probability \( P(e|D) \) as proposed by Balog et al. (2006). However, in this case, we do not account for the fact that some persons may appear in a document accidentally and hence their responsibility for the document’s content should not be inferred without the knowledge about their occurrence in other topical documents.

Guided by these considerations, we represent a document from the set \( T_{op} \) of retrieved documents as a mixture of personal language models and the global language model. In formal terms, we define the likelihood of top ranked documents as:

\[
\prod_{D \in T_{op}} \prod_{w \in D} ((1 - \lambda_G) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} P(e_i|D)P(w|e_i) \right) + \lambda_G P(w|G)) c(w, D)
\]

Here \( e_1, \ldots, e_m \) are the persons occurring in the documents from the \( T_{op} \), \( c(w, D) \) is the count of term \( w \) in document \( D \), \( (1 - \lambda_G) \) is the probability that a term will be generated from one of the personal models and not from the global language model. \( \lambda_G \) controls the ability of the algorithm to build personal models which are discriminative only for the terms which are topic-specific. Those terms which have high probability in the collection in total will get low generation probabilities over all persons. We could also think of “hidden” persons, or leave the assumption that there still exists the document language model, also responsible for terms generation. However, we relied on a somewhat generic model expressing the principle that we suppose allows to better distinguish among candidate experts by simply breaking the independence assumption.

Our approach to candidate experts modeling is partially inspired by the similar hypothesis used in pseudo-relevance feedback method for document retrieval by Zhai and Lafferty (2001). It claims that the model of relevance behind a user query can be mined from the top retrieved documents, if only we consider them as mixtures of relevance (unknown) and global (known) language models (see Figure 3.2 (left side)). The significant difference is that we define the relevance model as a mixture of personal models of candidate experts mentioned in documents on the topic (see Figure 3.2 (right side)). These people, we suppose, actually hold and share the knowledge (relevance) which can potentially satisfy the user information need.

Actually, any personal language model acquired from top ranked documents is query-specific and hence only one of many the person would use in different contexts. If it was necessary to analyze the entire collection in the same way, we could estimate a much more detailed personal term distribution. However, we assumed that candidates should be judged by their ability
to “say something” on topics related to the query. In other words, we are interested only in the language model the person uses for generating documents that cover the query topic to some extent, so it is reasonable to get it dynamically: at the query execution time from retrieved documents. Moreover, it is even safer to bound the analysis to the scope of top documents, since otherwise the ambiguity of personal language models may increase dramatically not being topic-specific.

Using fixed personal contribution probabilities

Considering that all parameters, including $P(e_i|D)$ are given, we are able to calculate the maximum likelihood estimates of term generation probabilities from personal language models $P(w|e_i)$. In order to do that, we apply the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), traditionally used to estimate unknown parameters. We propose the following formulas updating likelihood of the document set $Top$ (see Equation 3.5) to be used recursively for its maximization:

**E-step:**

$$P(e|w, D) = \frac{(1 - \lambda_G)P(e|D)P(w|e)}{(1 - \lambda_G)\sum_{i=1}^{m} P(e_i|D)P(w|e_i)) + \lambda_GP(w|G)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

**M-step:**
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\[ P(w|e) = \frac{\sum_{D \in \text{To pc}} c(w, D) P(e|w, D)}{\sum_{w} \sum_{D \in \text{To pc}} c(w, D) P(e|w, D)} \] (3.7)

Measuring personal contribution

So far we relied on the assumption that the probability \( P(e|D) \) is fully determined by the type of the association between \( e \) and \( D \), and the number and the types of associations of other candidates with the document. This practically means that if we have a document with the probability distribution \( P(e|D) \), then for another document with the same number of persons mentioned in the same way, the probability \( P(e|D) \) will be distributed likewise. In other words, neither the content of the document, nor any preliminary information about candidates will influence that distribution. However, in our method we extract not only personal language models, but also probability distributions \( P(e|w, D) \), which show who is the most probable generator of the term \( w \) in the document \( D \). It allows us to estimate the probability of contribution for each person \( e \) also based on the document’s content and on our current knowledge about the language model of \( e \). For that purpose, we no more fix probabilities \( P(e|D) \) and calculate them at every M-step of EM algorithm presented in Section 3.1.2 as follows:

\[ P(e|D) = \frac{1 + \sum_{D \in \text{To pc}} c(w, D) P(e|w, D)}{m + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{D \in \text{To pc}} c(w, D) P(e_i|w, D)} \] (3.8)

where \( m \) is the number of candidate experts extracted from the retrieved documents in total, used here for the purposes of Laplace smoothing.

3.1.3 Experiments

Experimental setup

For the evaluation we utilized the W3C corpus - the data from the expert search task in the Enterprise track of the TREC used in 2005 and 2006 - and its largest (1.8 GB) ‘lists’ part containing discussions within the W3C consortium. We focus our experiments with only this part of the collection for several reasons specified below.

At first, this part has a standardized format (emails of average length 450 words) what means that its properties and hence our conclusions should not change significantly across different enterprises, at least for the data of specific kind. Besides that, the nature of TREC 2005 topics implies that for
each topic there is a working group with exactly the same name. W3C working groups are organized to finally produce standards/solutions for the topic and the result of their work is described in reports almost always containing members of these groups (who are experts according to given judgments) as main authors and contributors. This means that using these report documents (the corpus often contains many revised versions of the same report) makes such simulation rather unrealistic. Topics created for TREC 2006 are seemingly inspired by the same approach, although they do not directly use names of working groups. Moreover, it is possible to find persons in the text of e-mails (e-mail headers) by just using unique email addresses that are much less ambiguous than personal names. Since, we do not apply sophisticated personal name disambiguation techniques, it was important to avoid uncertainty in determining person-document relations wherever possible. Finally, since email addresses occur in specific email fields in most cases, we are able to differentiate the types of person-document relations and hence fairly compare two personal language model mining approaches: one using prior knowledge about field importance and another one dynamically estimating probability of personal contribution $P(e|D)$ (see Section 3.1.2).

TREC also provides a list of 1092 candidate experts with supplemented full names and email addresses. Experiments were conducted by considering only these candidates as persons in our person-centric model. We also tested inclusion of other person entities by taking any unique email found in the collection as a new person id. This caused only a small degradation of performance, probably due to the rapid increase in the number of competing and sometimes non-existing candidates with each new document retrieved, so we do not report these results here. We provide results separately for two sets of TREC queries with relevance judgments: used in 2005 (50 queries) and in 2006 (49 queries). The data is parsed with the Snowball stemmer and indexed using Java and the Lucene open-search engine.

Results discussion

First of all, we accomplish recognition of candidate experts by looking for their email addresses in from, to, cc and body email fields. We additionally search for candidates in a body field using their full names. Different types of associations are weighted using the following values: $a(e, D^{from}) = 1.5$, $a(e, D^{to}) = 1.0$, $a(e, D^{cc}) = 2.5$ and $a(e, D^{body}) = 1.0$, what is the setting similar to the one used in recent studies of the ‘lists’ subcollection (Balog and de Rijke, 2006). If some person appears in several fields, only its highest association score is considered. Note that we did not omit candidates from the list of experts that do not occur in the ‘lists’ part of the W3C corpus.
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The standard language model based IR approach, as defined in Equations 2.2 and 2.3, was used for the retrieval of documents.

In the first place, we wanted to test the quality of the mined personal language models and decide on whether they are sufficient for efficient expert finding (see Section 3.1.2). We start from presenting the performance of our methods considering that person’s priors $P(e)$ are uniformly distributed and then using non-uniform priors, as defined by Equation 3.3, with the best of them. So, the following methods are evaluated:

- **Baseline**: the baseline document-based method (see Equation 3.1),
- **PCFix**: the person-centric method using fixed person-document association scores and uniform personal priors (see Equations 3.6, 3.7),
- **PCUnf**: the person-centric method using unfixed dynamically calculated association scores and uniform personal priors (see Equations 3.6, 3.7, 3.8),
- **PCUnfNonUniPriors**: the person-centric method using unfixed dynamically calculated association scores and non-uniform personal priors (see Equations 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.3).

We have only two parameters in all models including the baseline model: $\lambda_G$, used in Equation 3.6 and the number of retrieved documents. Different values for $\lambda_G$ between 0.1 and 0.9 showed negligible differences in performance, but 0.8 was slightly better than others. The second parameter was much more influential. It is always rather unclear how many top documents describe each query topic to the sufficient extent. So, a good algorithm should be robust to the size of a query result set. We vary its size from 1000 to 6000 of top ranked documents. We analyze the performance using the classic IR evaluation measures: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Precision at top 5 ranked candidates ($P@5$) (see Section 2.4.4). We show MAP, $P@5$ and MRR values for both sets of queries in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 respectively.

We see that PCFix method performs slightly better than Baseline on average. For the MAP and MRR measures the positive difference is not obvious: PCFix is better only in half of the cases. However, its advantage is clearly visible for $P@5$ (see Figure 3.4) for both query sets.

Moreover, PCUnf method shows better performance than both Baseline and PCFix methods on all measures/queries, especially for MAP (but not so notably for MRR). It demonstrates that query-specific and purely
content-based estimation of personal contribution to the document is beneficial in personal language modeling.

Moreover, using non-uniform priors $P(e)$, as in Equation 3.3, with PCUnf method (PCUnfNonUniPriors method) improves performance even further for all MAP and P@5 measures at almost all numbers of retrieved documents. The frequency of participation in discussions on the topic is of course a significant evidence of personal expertise. However, from a statistical point of view, this prior penalizes the score of those candidates whose models are
Figure 3.4: Precision at 5 over different numbers of documents retrieved, for the queries from 2006 (a), and for the queries from 2005 (b)

built using insufficient amount of training data, i.e. related documents. Both effects in total prevent incidental persons from getting high scores. However, using non-uniform priors spoils the performance of PCUnf in case of MRR measure. So, if the user information need can be effectively satisfied with only one expert (and he/she is always available for requests), then PCUnf is more preferable (it is not worse than our baseline for 2006 queries, but notably better on 2005 queries). In order to find the additional evidence for the observations we made, we measured the statistical significance of the im-
Figure 3.5: MRR over different numbers of documents retrieved, for the queries from 2006 (a) and for the queries from 2005 (b)
provements we had over both sets of queries. We considered improvements with $p < 0.05$ for the paired t-test to be statistically significant. We found that our improvements according to MAP measure are statistically significant for PCUnf NonUniPriors method for all numbers of documents retrieved. MAP improvements of PCUnf method are not significant if we retrieve less than 2000 documents. Improvements according to $P@5$ for both methods become significant starting from 2000 documents as well. Improvements for MRR are significant only with 2005 queries for PCUnf method.

To sum things up, the experiments indicate that our person-centric model is built on supposedly more realistic and more beneficial assumptions than the baseline document-based model.

3.2 Using sequential dependencies

As it is already observed in this chapter, despite that the assumption of independence is very popular in various IR tasks, it does not always lead to the best performance in each and every case. Including such features of the task that better characterize co-occurrence of terms often helps to improve. In this section we propose to take not only the fact of co-occurrence into account, but also the important property of this co-occurrence: the sequential order of a candidate’s identifier and the query terms mentioned in a document. While we do not try to assign any specific semantics to types of the order, we hope that treating them differently may be beneficial even for simple expert finding approaches.

Two ways of considering positions of terms in documents are especially popular in document retrieval, namely, in query expansion. While one approach measures the degree of proximity of a term to the query terms in the scope of a document (Gao et al., 2002), the other also takes the sequential order of terms into account (Metzler and Croft, 2007). Once, it was shown for expert finding that the overall pairwise distance between a candidate’s mention and the query terms in a document expresses the degree of association between the document and the candidate (Petkova and Croft, 2007). At the same time, the importance of the order in which personal identifiers and query terms occur in documents was never studied to the best of our knowledge.

The section is structured in the following way. The next section explains the details of our method taking orders into account. Then it is followed by a section describing empirical evaluations of the proposed method and resulting conclusions.
3.2.1 Weighting orders differently

We propose to use the sequential orders of query terms and candidate experts in documents for estimating the amount of document relevance probability that should be propagated to the candidate. While in the previous section we applied sophisticated analysis to determine the strength of association between a document and the persons mentioned, in this section we propose a lightweight method mainly helpful in cases when there is no specific information about importance of document parts where persons are mentioned. Note that in contrast to our previous method which is based on dependence of terms on persons, here we relax this assumption and assume that terms are generated independently by a document. At the same time, we suppose that candidate experts relate to the document’s content up to the degree explained by their position in respect to the document’s most relevant part.

Since according to the above-mentioned assumption the probability of generating a person from a document is query-dependent, we change the definition for the classic document-based expert finding method, described by Equation 2.1 (see Section 2.1.2) in the following way:

\[
P(Q, e) = \sum_{D \in \mathcal{D}_{Top}} P(Q|D)P(e|Q, D)P(D)
\]

\[
P(e|Q, D) = \frac{a(e, Q, D)}{\sum_{e'} a(e', Q, D)}
\]

where \(P(e|Q, D)\) is the probability of association between the candidate and the document and \(a(e, Q, D)\) is the non-normalized association score between the candidate and the document given the query. Both the probability and the association score are query-dependent. They depend on where the candidate’s personal identifier is mentioned in the text with respect to the positions of the query terms. We recognize the following types of sequences to weight them differently:

- \(a(e, Q, D) = w_{before}\): The candidate \(e\) is mentioned before any query term is mentioned \((e, q_1, ..., q_k)\),
- \(a(e, Q, D) = w_{after}\): The candidate \(e\) is mentioned after all query terms are mentioned \((q_1, ..., q_k, e)\),
- \(a(e, Q, D) = w_{between}\): The candidate \(e\) is mentioned in between of the query terms \((q_1, ..., e, ..., q_k)\).

Although we do not try to define any semantics for these orders, they, in fact, may have various meanings, depending on specifics of a collection.
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For instance, authors of documents are usually mentioned before any topical words, people which are used to describe the topic probably occur somewhere in between of query terms and those who made lesser contributions are mentioned in the acknowledgments after all topical words. The proposed approach allows to distinguish these roles even when documents are not structured and persons mentioned in them are not semantically annotated. The experiments described in the next section simulate this widespread case.

3.2.2 Experiments

The CSIRO collection’s data is largely unstructured (see Section 2.4.2), in contrast to the data from W3C crawl, which mostly consists of e-mails of a predefined format. Since we expect the benefit of our method to appear for collections like CSIRO, we conduct our experiments with this corpus. 50 queries with judgments made by CSIRO employees and 3500 candidates found in the collection were used for the evaluation. At the collection preparation stage, we extracted associations between candidate experts and documents by searching for the candidates email addresses and full names in the text of documents. It was enough to retrieve 50 documents containing at least one candidate’s mention for the best performance of the baseline method.

Two expert finding methods are evaluated: the baseline method based on the assumption of independence between query terms and the candidate’s mention (see previous section, Equation 3.1) and our method using the assumption of their sequential dependence described in the previous section (see Equations 3.9, 3.10). For the baseline method the association score between the document and any candidate mentioned is always equal to 1.0. Since our method has only 3 parameters, we calculated their optimal setting with a simple hill climbing search method using cross-validation with a 80/20 split. The best performance of our method was always reached with roughly the following values for association scores: $w_{before}(e, Q, D) = 1.0$, $w_{after}(e, Q, D) = 0.1$, $w_{between}(e, Q, D) = 1.0$. In the case of several mentions of the same candidate in a document (what rarely happened), the maximum weight was used. This result suggests that the most important persons in the most relevant documents are often mentioned before topical words (for instance, it often happens in resumes that are supposedly very important sources of expertise evidence in CSIRO). Of course, this may vary between organizations and should actually depend on what kinds of documents prevail in the organization. However, even when the structure of documents is hard to define, but it is still possible to group them by type, these weights should better be tuned for each such type individually.
Both methods are compared in terms of common Information Retrieval performance measures officially used in TREC evaluations: Mean Average Precision (MAP), precision at top 5 ranked candidate experts (P@5) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). Table 3.1 demonstrates the advantage of our method based on the assumption of sequential dependence over the baseline method assuming sequential independence. Improvements for MAP and MRR are statistically significant for the paired t-test with \( p < 0.05 \) and are not significant at this level for P@5 measure.

### 3.3 Summary

We presented two novel methods for expert finding in organizations. The first one is based on modeling retrieved documents as mixtures of personal language models. In other words, it assumes that terms in documents are generated by those persons who are mentioned in them. It finally ranks candidate experts by combining the following evidence of their expertise: the probability of generation of the query by the personal language model and the prior probability of being an expert expressed in terms of a candidate's activity in the discussions on the topic. We proposed two ways of personal models extraction from top ranked documents. In one case, we considered that person-document relation probabilities are fixed and fully depend on the field of a document where the person appeared. In another case, we obtained these probabilities dynamically by predicting the contribution of persons to a document based on their intermediately estimated language models. When our method used this second way of modeling, it outperformed one of the best state-of-the-art approaches which we used as a baseline.

Our second method takes the sequential dependence of a person and query terms occurring in a document into account. We claim that it is useful to differentiate the orders of their occurrence in a document to estimate the strength of the relation of a candidate expert to the document’s content. We supposed that these orders bear semantics that is quantifiable, though not necessarily precisely defined. We formalized our assumptions and successfully justified them with experiments.
Beyond the scope of directly related documents

In most systems the prediction of personal expertise is made through the analysis of textual content of documents the person is directly related to (Maybury, 2006; Craswell et al., 2005a; Bailey et al., 2007b). The majority of the proposed approaches shares the principle claiming that the relevance of the local textual context of a person adds up to the evidence of his/her expertise. Furthermore, methods estimating relevance of the textual content related to a person on the lower and hence less ambiguous level (e.g. paragraph or sentence level) usually more effective (Petkova and Croft, 2007; Balog and de Rijke, 2008) (see Section 2.1.2). Most of these approaches ignore the complexity of link structure among persons and documents and hence do not consider the expertise of directly and indirectly linked persons as well as the relevance of documents found not in the immediate neighborhood of a candidate. Being in fact based on the principle of relevance flow in the direction from documents to persons, most methods assume that the propagation of relevance should stop after the very first step.

Alternative approaches find experts by measuring network centrality of persons in specialized professional communities or just in a sub-set of documents with minimum acceptable relevance to a query (see Section 2.1.4). However, these methods use documents just to set up relations among candidate experts and ignore the fact that such relations may exist only in the context of certain topic. So, while being effective for query-independent tasks like finding the most authoritative experts in question/answering portals and forums (Agichtein et al., 2008), they are inferior in performance to the state-of-the-art query-dependent expert finding methods (Chen et al., 2006).

In this chapter, we answer research questions posed in the beginning of this thesis and related to Research Objective 2 (see Section 1.2). We ad-
vance previous work by combining features of both above-mentioned classes of expert finding methods. We claim that even when local context deserves to be the primary source of evidence, there is no obvious reason that global context located not in the scope of the documents mentioning the candidate should be ignored. We demonstrate that it is beneficial to continue the propagation of document relevance after the first step of its aggregation on the level of directly related persons. Following the principles of spreading activation algorithms (Crestani, 1997), we allow the probability of document relevance to flow further through reciprocal connections between persons and documents. Initial ideas and first versions of the algorithms described in this chapter were demonstrated in (Serdyukov et al., 2007c; Rode, 2008) and further developed in (Serdyukov et al., 2007c, 2008b). To sum up, our contributions are as follows.

- We propose several ways to model the multi-step relevance dissemination in topic-specific expertise graphs consisting of persons and top retrieved documents. The introduced expertise graphs form the background for three different expert finding methods: based on a finite, an infinite and a specialized parameter-free absorbing random walk. As a result, we allow persons to receive expertise evidence from documents even not being in immediate proximity with them. At the same time, documents in turn get evidence of relevance not solely from their own content but also partly from the content of directly and indirectly linked documents.

- Since we model the expert finding as a walking process in a graph of topical documents and related persons, our approach has the advantage that it naturally utilizes hyperlinks between documents and professional connections between people.

- Experiments demonstrate that the principle of multi-step relevance propagation not only represents a more generalized view on modeling of expert finding, but also leads to noticeable improvements over the baseline one-step propagation. These improvements are observed over almost all points of the parameter space and are statistically significant.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we explain how the dynamics of an expertise domain can be modeled with graphs, as well as motivate and propose expert finding methods built upon random walks in these graphs. The related research on link-based analysis is described in detail in Section 4.2. Our experiments with two real-world test collections supporting our assumptions are discussed in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.4 summarizes our insights and outlines ideas for follow-up research.
4.1 Expertise estimation by relevance propagation

4.1.1 Expertise Graphs

This section proposes and discusses the modeling of appropriate graphs that represent the association between experts and documents in a certain domain of expertise. We will further on call them expertise graphs. Suppose we have a set of documents associated with scores as the result of an initial standard document retrieval on the given topic. From the ranked documents, a second set of contained candidate experts is extracted. Their containment relations can be represented in an expertise graph, where both documents and candidate experts become vertices and directed edges symbolize the containment conditions.

The simplest form of expertise graphs is always bipartite, since all edges point from documents to experts only and back. Figure 4.1 shows a typical expertise graph computed for one of the TREC queries. Let us recall that we are interested in propagation of relevance through the graph network. So, it is further important to exploit all known connections between the entities of the graph.
Including Further Links. In many situations not only containment relations, but also links between documents or organizational connections between possible experts are known. Inter-document links are represented by directed edges following the link if not specified otherwise. Person-to-person edges are usually reciprocal in organizations since professional contacts are often tight and face-to-face within one enterprise, especially for employees working in the same or related sub-units. It is not generally the rule for more informal social networks. In Twitter (www.twitter.com), for example, *followers* are not necessarily *followed* by those whom they follow.

By including additional edges, the graph gains a higher density and enables more intensive relevance propagation, however by losing its strict bipartite property. Moreover, it allows to discover those experts that are not well represented in organizational documentation by some reason (e.g. do not share it with expert finding system due to privacy concerns). These experts, if found, should relieve the load of requests for those people often mentioned in documents.

Including Further Nodes. Experts and documents do not need to be the only entities in the expertise graph. Although the expert finding task is only interested in the ranking of experts, it might still be useful for the relevance propagation to exploit additional connections via nodes of other types, such as dates, locations or events. Moreover, organizational units may serve either as mediators in search for employees, or as actual objects of search. Persons outside the company and other companies might reveal interesting connections as well, if they are mentioned in the documents together with candidate experts. We may also incorporate relations and entities extracted from other external global professional networks (e.g. LinkedIn.com).

Controlling Topical Specificity. The size and density of an expertise graph depends on the number of retrieved documents. In a simplest case such a graph may be query-independent and include the entire collection. However, in this thesis we assume that it is important for such a graph to have topical focus. Since, it is dangerous to reward documents and candidates not initially supported with sufficient evidence of relevance/expertise from their textual content/context, we intentionally ignore highly irrelevant documents when building expertise graphs.

4.1.2 Baseline: one-step relevance propagation

As it was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, both aggregated relevance and centrality based expert finding methods start from making too rough simplifications. Most importantly, document-based based methods do not include relations between experts into their models and do not notice
documents that relate to persons indirectly. One of the most theoretically sound representatives of these methods, proposed by Balog et al. (2006), follows the probabilistic language modeling principle of IR (Hemstra, 2001) and defines the probability of expertness for the candidate expert \( e \) with respect to the query \( Q \) as described by Equations 2.1 and 2.4 (see Section 2.1.2).

If we carefully examine these equations, we may notice that they correspond to a probabilistic process, in which a user selects a document among the ones appearing in the initial ranking, looks through the document, enlists all candidate experts mentioned in it and refers with the current information need to one of them. The probability of selecting a document is its probabilistic relevance score since the user will most probably search for useful information and contacts of knowledgeable people in one of the top documents recommended by a search engine. The following selection of a candidate expert depends on the level of its responsibility to the content of the document: e.g., its author will most probably be selected first, but a person mentioned in the acknowledgments will be less likely considered useful. The described process can be interpreted as one-step relevance probability propagation from documents to related candidate experts.

We use the method described by Equation 2.1 as our baseline. Here and further on we also use the probability of selecting a document given a candidate:

\[
P(D|e) = \frac{a(e, D)}{\sum_{D'} a(e, D')}
\]

where \( a(e, D) \) is the non-normalized association score between the candidate \( e \) and the document \( D \) proportional to their strength of relation. The probability of selection a candidate given a document is defined by Equation 2.4. Our way of distributing these scores over candidate experts in a document is described in Section 4.3.1.

4.1.3 Motivating multi-step relevance propagation

If we want to automatically point the user to the most knowledgeable people on the topic, we should imagine how they could be found instead during manual search. The one-step probabilistic process described by Figure 4.1.3 is not quite a realistic model in this case. It is not likely that reading only one document and consulting only one person is enough to completely satisfy a personal information need in the enterprise. The real-world user should realize that the expertise needed is partly contained in several retrieved documents and partly in the personal memory of several experts (Ackerman et al., 2002).
We may imagine that the search for expertise may consist of the following repeating stages of gradual knowledge acquisition (see Figure 4.1.3):

1. At any time: (a) randomly reading a document, or just picking a random candidate,
2. After reading a document: (a) consulting a person mentioned in this document, or (b) checking for other linked documents and reading one of them, or
3. After consulting a person: (a) reading other documents mentioning this person, or (b) consulting another candidate expert which is recommended by this person.

Note that while modeling the expertise gathering process, we apply different techniques to concentrate the random walk around the most relevant documents, since we rely on the assumption that all sources of the same knowledge are located close to each other in expertise graphs. In our methods described further in this section we try to overcome the limitations of the baseline one-step relevance propagation. We model the expert finding as a $K$-step, an infinite or an absorbing process of consulting documents and people. First we present three models considering that expertise graphs are bipartite (graphs used for infinite random walk are not strictly bipartite due to the probability of a jump to any node), and then we suggest the model taking links among same-type entities into account.

### 4.1.4 Finite random walk

In this approach, we consider that the user makes some predefined number of steps in his/her search for expertise. Since the user walks over a bipartite
expertise graph with layers of document and candidate expert nodes, this walk becomes a process of moving to a node from an opposite layer at each step, starting from some node in a document layer. Thus, after getting the list of ranked documents with the list of related candidate experts attached, the user:

- selects a document,
- makes K-steps of two kinds: (a) if a user is in the document node, then either one of related candidate experts is selected, or the reading of the document is continued, or (b) if a user is in the candidate node, then one of documents related to this candidate is selected.

In order to emphasize the importance of a candidate to be in close proximity to relevant documents, we utilize the probabilities of their relevance in two ways:

1. the probability of selection of a starting document \( D \) as a starting point for the walk is proportional to its probability of relevance \( P(Q|D) \), and

2. the probability to stay at a document node at any step is also proportional to its probability of relevance \( P(Q|D) \), while the probability to leave the node is proportional to the probability of its irrelevance \( (1 - P(Q|D)) \).
CHAPTER 4. BEYOND THE SCOPE OF DIRECTLY RELATED DOCUMENTS

Actually, the non-zero self-transition probability is important for finite random walks, since it allows to diffuse the initial probability more slowly, smoothly and hence makes the algorithm less sensitive to the setting of number of steps.

Since we consider this walk as finite, we believe that at some point a user is tired/satisfied with some candidate and stops the search process. So, we iteratively calculate the probability that a random surfer will end up with a certain candidate after K steps of a walk started at one of the initially ranked documents:

\[ P_0(D) = P(Q|D), P_0(e) = 0, \]  
\[ P_i(D) = P(Q|D)P_{i-1}(D) + \sum_{\epsilon \rightarrow D} P(D|\epsilon)P_{i-1}(\epsilon), \]  
\[ P_i(e) = \sum_{D \rightarrow e} (1 - P(Q|D))P(e|D)P_{i-1}(D) \]

The probabilities \( P(e|D) \) and \( P(D|e) \) are defined in Equations 2.4 and 4.1. Finally, we consider that the expertise of \( e \) is proportional to \( P_K(e) \).

It is also possible to estimate the candidate’s expertise using several finite walks of different lengths at once. For instance, it can be calculated as a weighted sum of probabilities \( P_1(e) \ldots P_K(e) \). We could also smooth the current node probabilities with probabilities to appear in the same nodes in the past and future. However, all such approaches would significantly increase the size of our parameter set due to introduction of weight coefficients. So, despite our method can be easily utilized in this way, we experiment only with unsmoothed probabilities.

4.1.5 Infinite random walk

In our second approach, we assume that the walk in search for expertise is a non-stop process. We may imagine that the user visits document and candidate nodes over and over again making a countless number of steps. By analyzing the statistics of this discrete Markov process we may conclude that persons visited more often during this infinite walk were more beneficial for the user. However, its stationary distribution does not depend on the initial probability distribution over states. In order to retain the importance for a candidate to stay in proximity of relevant documents and also to assure the existence of a stationary distribution, we introduce jump transitions to the nodes of a graph.
At first, we introduce the possibility to return regularly to the document nodes from any node of the expertise graph and to start the walk through mutual documents-candidates links again. We consider that the probability of jumping to the specific document \( P_J(D) \) equals its probability to be relevant to the query. This assumption makes candidate experts which are situated closer to relevant documents visited more often in total during consecutive walk steps.

We also add a probability to jump to candidates \( P_J(e) \). We consider that the more often the candidate appears in top documents, the more likely that it is known to the user sooner or later and hence can be selected for a random jump. So, we make it equal to the probability to find the candidate in a randomly selected document from the retrieved top. However, it can have other origins and may be proportional to the candidate’s popularity/authority in the whole organization or inversely proportional to his/her occupancy level.

The following equations are used for iterations until convergence:

\[
P_i(D) = \lambda P_j(D) + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{e \to D} P(D|e)P_{i-1}(e),
\]

\[
P_i(e) = \lambda P_j(e) + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{D \to e} P(e|D)P_{i-1}(D)
\]

\[
P_j(D) = P(Q|D), P_j(e) = \frac{n(e, \text{Top})}{|\text{Top}|},
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the probability that at any step the user decides to make a jump and not to follow outgoing links anymore, \( n(e, \text{Top}) \) is the number of top documents where the candidate \( e \) appears, \( |\text{Top}| \) is the size of a result set. The described Markov process is aperiodic and irreducible (due to introduced jump probabilities), and hence has a stationary distribution. Consequently, we consider that the expertise of \( e \) is proportional to the stationary probability \( P_\infty(e) \). Although our method is computationally more intensive than the baseline one-step propagation, it converges quickly (after 200-300 iterations) for typical expertise graphs containing at most 2000 nodes according to our experiments.

### 4.1.6 Absorbing random walk

In our next approach we represent the search for an expert as an absorbing random walk in a document-candidate graph (Serdyukov et al., 2008b). We calculate the probability of finding a candidate if we consider that this candidate is the required expert. The candidate node which we want to evaluate...
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Figure 4.4: Absorbing random walk

is only self-transient, since we assume it to be the final destination of the walk. Formally speaking and as illustrated by Figure 4.1.6, we remove all outgoing edges from the measured candidate, add the self-transition edge to it and use the following equations iteratively:

\[ P_0(D) = P(Q|D), \quad P_0(e) = 0, \quad (4.8) \]

\[ P_i(D) = \sum_{e \rightarrow D} P(D|e)P_{i-1}(e), \quad (4.9) \]

\[ P_i(e) = \sum_{D \rightarrow e} P(e|D)P_{i-1}(D) + P_{i-1}(e)P_{\text{self}}(e) \quad (4.10) \]

Finally, we consider that the expertise of \( e \) is proportional to the probability \( P_\infty(e) \). Note that \( P_{\text{self}}(e|e) \) equals 1.0, since we removed all edges from any node \( e \) under study. Making the full run of iterations for each candidate is unnecessary. If we rewrite the above equations in a matrix form, we get:

\[ \mathbf{p} = \mathbf{p}_0\mathbf{A}^i, \quad (4.11) \]

where \( \mathbf{p}_0 \) is a vector of starting probabilities, the matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) consists of one-step transition probabilities and \( \mathbf{A}^i \) contains probabilities of transitioning from one node to another in \( i \) steps.

In our calculations we use matrix \( \mathbf{B} \) containing probabilities of transitioning from each node to another in the minimum number of steps. We get this matrix by filling it with those elements from \( \mathbf{A}^i \) which become non-zero after some next iteration. When no new element in \( \mathbf{A}^i \) becomes non-zero...
after some iteration, the filling of $B$ is finished. The vector of probabilities $p$ used for candidate ranking is calculated as:

$$p = p_0B$$ (4.12)

The absorbing random walk based method has several advantages over the previously presented methods. Considering that we defined the size of our expertise graphs, this method does not need to tune any other parameters. It is also a direct generalization of the one-step propagation method. This means that in contrast to the one-step approach using one-step probabilities, our multiple-step method in fact calculates the probability $P_{mult}(e|D)$ of finding candidate expert $e$ by making minimum sufficient number of steps starting from document $D$:

$$P(Q, e) = \sum_{D \in Top} P_{mult}(e|D)P(Q|D)P(D)$$ (4.13)

In other words, the equation 4.13 provides the opportunity to propagate relevance to a candidate not only from directly related documents, but also from any documents from which there is a path to the candidate. It should be mentioned that in strongly connected graphs with an absorbing node the probability of absorption in the infinity is effectively close to 1.0. However, the graphs we deal with are nearly uncoupled and, de facto, the probability of absorption for a certain node depends only on the connectivity of the region it belongs to and on the total probability of relevance of closely connected document nodes. Alternatively, in the cases when graphs are dense, we could calculate the probability to reach the node in some $K$ number of steps, what would mean doing $K$ iterations using the above equations. It was actually clear from the preliminary experiments that the relevance of documents situated farther than 3 nodes from a measured candidate has almost no influence on its probability of absorption, since the probability of following such paths is too low.

### 4.1.7 Using organizational and document links

Usually, for graph-based algorithms, the introduction of new information into the analysis often comes to discovering new links among analyzed entities. This often helps to model their mutual relations and directions of influence better. The scenario of search for expertise in the enterprise may include not only moving from relevant documents to the candidate experts found in them and vice versa, but also along document-document and candidate-candidate connections. We may find it natural that a user goes over the
ranked documents by following hyperlinks. The discovery of new experts may be possible not through documents only, but also with the help of candidate experts the user is in contact with already. For example, they can send the user to their colleagues in the same department who expectedly possess similar expertise. This “escalation phase” of expertise seeking, when people end up with experts not initially recommended by a system, but related to those, even crossing organizational boundaries, is common in enterprises according to recent user studies (Ackerman et al., 2002).

We experimented with adding these new transitions to our expertise graph and using them for Infinite Random Walk method. The iterations specified in Equations 4.5 and 4.6 are updated in the following way:

\[ P_i(D) = \lambda P_j(D) + (1 - \lambda)(1 - \mu_D) \sum_{D' \rightarrow D} P(D|D')P_{i-1}(e) + \mu_D \sum_{D'' \rightarrow D} P(D''|D')P_{i-1}(D'), \tag{4.14} \]

\[ P_i(e) = \lambda P_j(e) + (1 - \lambda)(1 - \mu_e) \sum_{D \rightarrow e} P(e|D)P_{i-1}(D) + \mu_e \sum_{e' \rightarrow e} P(e'|e)P_{i-1}(e'). \tag{4.15} \]

where \( \mu_D \) is the probability of following document-document connections, \( \mu_e \) is the probability of following candidate-candidate connections. The new transition probabilities are calculated as:

\[ P(D|D') = 1/N_{D'}, P(e|e') = 1/N_{e'}, \tag{4.16} \]

where \( N_{D'} \) is the number of outgoing document links from the document \( D' \) and \( N_{e'} \) is the number of outgoing candidate links from the candidate \( e' \). It is, of course, reasonable to differentiate the strength of relation and directions of influence among co-workers or even include entire organizational hierarchy into the graphical model, but we do not have this information in our data sets. Alternative approach is suggested by Balog et al. (2007) when the scores of candidates are linearly combined with scores of the best candidates from the same organizational units.

4.2 Related work on link-based analysis

Random walk based models regularly appear in different IR research areas, but first of all known from web retrieval. Among them, Pagerank (Page et al., 1998), HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) (its random walk based version is described by Ng et al. (2001)) and SALSA (Lempel and Moran, 2001) are probably...
the most popular. Several attempts have been made in the last years to make these models query and content dependent. Note that HITS is content dependent only to the extent that it starts from retrieval of top relevant documents. However, it later ignores their relevance scores, considering only links among them. The Intelligent Surfer (Richardson and Domingos, 2001) walks to linked pages biased by their relevance to the query. Personalized PageRank allows to put preferences on certain web-pages, so that the centrality of any document would depend on its proximity to preferred ones (Page et al., 1998; Jeh and Widom, 2003). Both ideas were further combined in a unified framework which considered also the bi-directional walk over hyperlinks (Shakey and Zhai, 2006). Random walks on graphs containing queries and clicked links (or entire search trails) were recently utilized for web search result expansion (Craswell and Szummer, 2007; Bilenko and White, 2008). Searching with graph-based methods for typed entity classes on the Web was explored recently in several publications (Cheng et al., 2007; Zaragoza et al., 2007; Tsikrika et al., 2007).

There are applications of random walks beyond the bounds of hyperlinked corpora. PageRank in graphs of terms, documents and document clusters was adapted for ad-hoc text retrieval (Lafferty and Zhai, 2001; Kurland and Lee, 2006). Finite random walk over terms through thesaural and syntactic relations is applied to query expansion (Toutanova et al., 2004; Collins-Thompson and Callan, 2005) and question answering (Harabagiu et al., 2006) tasks. Erkan and Radev use implicit links between similar sentences to compute their centrality for text summarization (Erkan and Radev, 2004). It was also used as a model of preference flow between users with shared interest in a recommendation system (Song et al., 2006).

The work described in this chapter, to our knowledge, is the first extensive study of relevance propagation with random walks on query-dependent graphs in the field of expert finding.

4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 Experimental setup

We conduct our experiments with two data sets provided by the TREC community (see also Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Although both testbeds originate from the real-world organizations and allow to realistically simulate classic expert finding scenarios, they have some clear differences.

**W3C data, TREC 2005, 2006.** This collection represents the internal documentation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and was crawled
from the public W3C (*.w3.org) sites in June 2004 (see details in Section 2.4.1). In our experiments we use the largest (1.85 GB, 198 000 documents), the most clean and structured part of the corpus, containing email discussions within the W3C. The substantiation of our choice can be found in Section 3.1.3. The W3C data contains a list of 1092 candidate experts represented by their full names and email addresses. We experiment with 49 queries and respective relevance (expertise) judgments used for TREC evaluations in 2006, which are more reliable comparing to the queries used for the pilot TREC evaluations in 2005, when candidate experts were not judged manually.

**CSIRO data, TREC 2007.** The data used in TREC 2007 is a crawl from publicly available pages of another organization - Australia’s national science agency CSIRO. It includes about 370 000 web documents (4 GB) of various types. Instead of a list of candidate experts, only the structure of candidates’ email addresses was provided: firstname.lastname@csiro.au. For the purpose of finding candidate experts, we extracted all email addresses from the collection with csiro.au domain and firstname.lastname-like first part using a regular expression. Additionally, we bypassed spam-protection by recognizing several anti-spam aliases, like [at] for @, and codes in Javascript for dynamic generation of e-mail addresses. We also made an automatic match of emails with the same first part, but with different subdomains to one candidate identifier. For example: Alan.Smith@cmis.csiro.au, Alan.Smith@ento.csiro.au → Alan.Smith@csiro.au. If the email address without subdomains did not exist in the collection for the specific person, it was made up. We also had a list of email addresses to be banned which were not personal, but organizational addresses (e.g. publishing.photos@csiro.au). Using this strategy we built our own candidates list by finding about 3500 candidates in the collection. 50 queries with judgments made by CSIRO employees were used for the evaluation.

At the collection preparation stage, we extract associations between candidate experts and documents. For both data sets we use simple recognition by searching for candidates email addresses and full names in the text of documents. For the CSIRO documents the association scores $a(e, D)$ between documents and found candidates are set uniformly to 1.0. In the case of W3C data, we may differentiate the type of a candidate-document relation, by looking at the email field where the candidate was detected: from, to, cc or body. We use the following association scores (as in Section 3.1.3): $a(e, D^{from}) = 1.5$, $a(e, D^{to}) = 1.0$, $a(e, D^{cc}) = 2.5$ and $a(e, D^{body}) = 1.0$ respectively. If a person appeared in several fields, only the maximum of association scores is considered.

The results analysis is based on calculating popular IR performance measures also used in official TREC evaluations (see Section 2.4.4): Mean Aver-
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age Precision (MAP), precision at top 5 ranked candidate experts (P@5) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). MAP shows the overall ability of a system to distinguish between experts and non-experts. P@5 is considered more significant than precisions at lower ranks since the cost of an incorrect expert detection is very high in an enterprise: the contact with a wrong person may require a mass of time. If we consider that the user can be satisfied with only one expert on the topic (considering that all experts are always available for requests), then the performance of MRR measure becomes crucial.

In our experiments discussed below we compare our methods with a baseline to study the effectiveness of the multi-step relevance propagation approach. However, for the sake of a fair comparison, we also show the performance of the simplest of known methods, called Votes by Macdonald and Ounis (2006), which ranks candidates just by the number of top documents where they appear.

The evaluation of the following methods is discussed further:

- **Votes**: the method, ranking candidates by the number of top documents where they appear (Macdonald and Ounis, 2006).
- **Baseline**: the baseline one-step relevance propagation method (see Section 4.1.2).
- **FRW**: the multi-step relevance propagation with Finite Random Walk method (see Section 4.1.4).
- **IRW**: the multi-step relevance propagation with Infinite Random Walk method (see Section 4.1.5).
- **ARW**: the multi-step relevance propagation with the Absorbing Random Walk method (see Section 4.1.6).

The first step in any document-based expert finding algorithm is a document retrieval run extracting relevant documents for analysis. Both datasets where indexed with the use of Snowball stemmer and standard English stopwords were removed. In our experiments we use the language model based approach to IR for scoring documents (see Section 2.1.2) and retrieve a predefined number of top ranked documents, which we consider sufficient to cover the topic of a query. We retrieved only documents with at least one mention of a candidate. During our preliminary experiments with one-step propagation, we observed that the optimal number of retrieved documents varied considerably over the data sets. We had to retrieve 1500 documents from the W3C collection and just 50 documents from the CSIRO collection for the maximum performance of the one-step propagation method (see Figures
4.5 and 4.6). We considered this performance as our baseline. We believe that this difference is caused by two reasons. The average number of experts per query is very small for the CSIRO collection - 3, whereas it is 60 for the W3C collection. Since only very authoritative persons were considered experts in the CSIRO, they mostly appear in the top relevant documents on a topic. Moreover, the number of candidate experts is three times higher for the CSIRO data. This means that the number of persons competing with each other increases with each next retrieved document faster, what makes the task of finding experts among them harder.

Figure 4.5: P@5 over different numbers of retrieved documents for the baseline method, W3C (2006) data

Figure 4.6: P@5 over different numbers of retrieved documents for the baseline method, CSIRO (2007) data
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In order to achieve a denser document-candidate graph we experimented not only with persons from the candidates list, but also with other persons found in the collection considering each found email address as an identifier of an individual. The additional person entities increased the graph-sizes by far, since also documents containing a person but no candidate experts were included into the graph network as well. This graph expansion allowed us to use the non-candidate persons that are not selected for the final ranking as mediators for the relevance transmission from candidate to candidate.

4.3.2 Experiments with multi-step relevance propagation

Both FRW and IRW methods depend on one parameter. In case of FRW this is the number of relevance propagation steps $K$ to be done. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 compare performance of Baseline with the performance of FRW after from 1 to 43 propagation steps for both data sets.

We see that the maximum MAP is reached after making on average 13 steps for the W3C data and 33 steps for the CSIRO data. This is not a very long walk in our graph, since we have a probability to stay at document nodes and also because a typical expertise graph (see Figure 4.1) is nearly uncoupled and the limited scope of its (almost) disjoint subsets makes a surfer to do a lot of steps to go out of the bounds of a subset. However, the most important observation is that for both collections increasing the number of propagation steps from one to more also leads to improvement of MAP for both datasets, making this noticeable already after a few steps.

Figure 4.7: MAP for the Finite Random Walk method (FRW) with different numbers of propagations steps taken, W3C (2006) data
The only parameter to tune for IRW method is $\lambda$ - the probability of a walk restart. Empirically, in Figure 4.9 we see that any value starting from 0.03 and higher improves over the baseline for both datasets. However, for the W3C collection, 0.1 value gives the best result and 0.05 is the optimal setting for the CSIRO collection. These values actually mean that we restart our infinite random walk in average after 10 and 25 steps taken, what appears to be very close to the optimal numbers of steps for the finite random walk for the respective collections. Moreover, this setup of $\lambda$ to the value between 0 and 0.15 is also typical for the use of random walks in web retrieval (Najork et al., 2007).

To avoid the effects of over-training for IRW and FRW methods in our final evaluation, we applied 5-fold cross-validation technique. We divided test queries for both collections in 5 parts and for each part trained our methods on the other 4 parts. We could also consider training on one TREC collection and testing on another. However, since the TREC data used in 2006 and 2007 is quite different (what actually allows us to conduct representative experiments), the structure, the size and the topical diversity of expertise graphs also differs considerably, so that they cannot be used to tune parameters for each other. Since ARW method is parameter-free given an expertise graph, it could be directly applied to the entire query set without any training.

The performance of all methods for all measures is presented in Table 4.1. As hoped, we see that actually both Infinite and Finite Random Walk methods are equally effective and outperform Baseline method for all measures. ARW method also shows the improvement over the baseline for all measures, but still seems inferior to IRW and FRW methods. To test the
statistical significance of the obtained improvement with respect to the baseline, we calculated a paired t-test over both query sets for each method and each measure. Results indicated that the improvement for MAP is significant for all three methods at the $p < 0.001$ level. For MRR it is significant at the $p < 0.01$ level for IRW method and at the $p < 0.05$ level for FRW method. For P@5 it is significant at the $p < 0.01$ level for IRW and ARW methods, and at the $p < 0.05$ level for FRW method. The improvement we got is also comparable with the advantage of Baseline over Votes method, which is one of the simplest methods known. Having in mind that Baseline is the one of the most effective methods known, we may conclude that the improvements of our methods demonstrate their importance for the research in expert finding.

It is also important to mention that both methods that needed training phase showed the improvement over almost all regions of their parameter space (see Figures 4.8, 4.7 and 4.9) and our parameter-free method also showed the comparable improvement. Each full expert finding run for each method (including document retrieval and relevance propagation stages) can be performed in about 1 second on a desktop computer. This result suggests that the multi-step relevance propagation for expert finding is not only advantageous, but also practicable technique, which is easy to tune, resource-light and stable in performance.

![Figure 4.9: MAP for Infinite Random Walk method (IRW) over different values for jumping probability](image-url)
4.3.3 Experiments with additional links

So far we considered only bipartite document-candidate graphs without links between nodes of the same type. However, the CSIRO collection allows to also include the additional information about relations among documents and candidate experts. Documents from *.csiro.au are highly hyperlinked. Candidate experts are professionally interrelated, if they are employed in the same CSIRO department. While inter-document links are easily extracted from documents since they are HTML tagged, a candidate’s working department can be inferred only from the candidate’s email address: the third level domain name is usually an abbreviation of a department’s name. As an illustrative example, the candidate’s email address David.Dall@ento.csiro.au shows that David Dall works at the CSIRO Entomology research department. We inter-link all candidates experts in the same department and also take into account the hyperlinks between documents. The experimental results shown in Figure 4.10 (values for $\mu_e$ and $\mu_D$ probabilities are on X-axis) demonstrate only the benefit from adding organizational links. When we set the probability of relevance propagation between related candidate experts $\mu_e$ to 0.25, we get noticeable improvement (significant at the $p < 0.05$ level).

Adding links between documents degrades the performance for almost all values of the inter-document propagation probability $\mu_D$.

Intuitively, the inter-department links between candidate experts can help only within “functional” organizations\(^1\), whose employees are highly specialized and separate units are divided by knowledge areas. In this case we may assume that people working in the same department are all experts on similar topics - otherwise, the evidence that the specific person is knowledgeable cannot be propagated to his/her co-workers. Unfortunately, the W3C data set contains neither any information about the distribution of candidate experts across organizational units nor any links between documents. There are few links due to “reply-to” relations between some emails, but in our

\(^1\)wikipedia.org/wiki/Organizational_structure, visited in December 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>P@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votes</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRW</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRW</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARW</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Performance for all measures, both data sets and all tested methods
preliminary experiments their use did not cause any change in performance. In order to prove our intuition, we make a simulation of the case described above. Using provided expertise judgments we interconnect all persons who are experts on the same topic, in order to see whether it helps to rank them higher. In other words, we test the situation when all experts on a specific topic work in the same department in the W3C. We see in Figure 4.11 that using simulated organizational links increases the performance of Infinite Random Walk method for all values of $\mu$ with the maximum at 0.6 value (this result is significant at the $p < 0.01$ level). This experiment shows the potential advantage of modeling professional connections among employees in the enterprises with the structure similar to the simulated.

4.4 Summary

We have introduced a novel class of expert finding methods founded on the following twofold principle. First, it states that expert finding is a process of walking (consulting) in an expertise graph of candidate experts and topical documents. Second, it advocates that the relevance appearing from the documents should be propagated not once, but multiple times, further through various connections in such a graph. We showed that one of the most effective among existing methods, used as a baseline in this chapter, is a special case of our approach: one-step relevance propagation on our expertise graph. Notably, experiments conducted on the data crawled from web-sites of two
large organizations validated the effectiveness of our methods. We empirically demonstrated that the use of multi-step relevance propagation by different probabilistic random walk based methods sharing the same above-mentioned principle leads to significant improvements over the baseline one-step propagation. We also found the benefit of utilizing direct organizational links among candidate experts.

Figure 4.11: MAP for Infinite Random Walk method (IRW) with simulated organizational links, W3C (2006) data
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that expertise evidence found not in the immediate vicinity of candidate experts is still capable to significantly influence their ranking. Despite that we expanded the person-specific document space to those documents that are indirectly related to candidates, we still assumed that we restrict our analysis to the documents stored in a single enterprise.

In this chapter, we answer research questions posed in the beginning of this thesis and related to Research Objective 3 (see Section 1.2). We propose to avoid the above-mentioned limitation and explore the predicting potential of expertise evidence acquired from sources publicly available on the Web and not only originating from the organization under study. Using APIs of two major web search engines, we show how different types of expertise evidence, found in the organization and outside, can be extracted and combined together. Finally, we demonstrate how taking the web factor seriously significantly improves the performance of expert finding in the enterprise.

The remainder of this chapter is organized in two sections. Section 5.1 explains our strategy of expertise evidence acquisition from various web sources using generic and vertical search engines. It shows how to combine evidence coming from different verticals by means of rank aggregation. Section 5.2 proposes to treat each search result item (URL, title and snippet) differently by using query-dependent and query-independent measures of its quality.

5.1 Acquiring Expertise Evidence from the Web

Analysis of personal expertise should not be necessarily undertaken using only organizational data. Such a limitation may lead to erroneous recom-
mendations due to training data incompleteness and often contradicts with user expectations. Typical users rely on expert finding systems not only in their everyday need in helpful people. They look forward to expand their social networks and set up long-run relations with professionals respected also outside of the organization. In these and similar cases, users would like the system to suggest not only knowledgeable and intelligent people, but also authorities in the area of their specialization. This means popular persons who are socially active and often quoted or cited on a topic of interest not only by their co-workers.

Consequently, a user-friendly expert finder needs to leave an organizational “cage” in search for additional expertise evidence in public sources. The obvious solution for finding expertise evidence outside of the enterprise is to search for it on the Web, what means getting access to various kinds of data: web pages, blogs, newsgroups, electronic libraries etc. The expertise evidence found in these sources may have a different meaning, but anyway adds up to the overall trust in a person as an expert. There are basically two ways of acquiring it:

- **Crawling and RSS Monitoring.** Many web data mining systems rely on focused crawling and analyzing discovered RSS feeds (Gruhl et al., 2006; Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006). However, it is often not even necessary to develop your own web spider - topical monitoring can be implemented by means of such powerful aggregating tools as Yahoo! Pipes (pipes.yahoo.com) or Google Alerts (google.com/alerts).

- **Search Engine APIs.** It is still possible to avoid “downloading the Internet” and use open APIs of the famous web search engines - Google (code.google.com/apis), Yahoo (developer.yahoo.com) or Live Search (dev.live.com) (McCown and Nelson, 2007). Google has no limits on number of queries/day, Yahoo limits it to 5000 (at the time the present research was conducted, but now unlimited), Live Search to 25000. All engines provide the access not only to their generic web search services, but also to vertical search in maps, images, news etc. Unfortunately, it is not possible to automate data collection from services not accessible via APIs, even when it is easy to create wrappers for their web interfaces. Search engines usually have a right to ban IPs sending automated queries according to their Terms of Service.

### 5.1.1 Fast evidence acquisition with search engines APIs

One could imagine an expert finder that is equipped with a web crawler focusing on retrieval of employee-specific information from the Web. Such
a spider would provide us with plenty of information about how the organization is positioned in the world or regional markets, how influential and wide-spread its organizational knowledge is. However, in case when an expert finder should be made cheap but efficient, the enterprise may rely on powerful mediators between people and the Web: leading search engines and their public search APIs.

Since it is basically infeasible even for a wealthy organization to maintain an effective web search crawler, we focus on using APIs of two leading web search engines: Yahoo! and Google (Live Search API is still in unstable beta state). We extract expertise evidence for each person from their databases using the following strategy.

First, we build a query containing:

- the quoted full person name: e.g. “tj higgins”,
- the name of the organization: e.g. csiro,
- query terms without any quotes: e.g. genetic modification,
- the directive prohibiting the search at the organizational web site (in case of Web or News search): e.g. -inurl:csirop.au.

Adding the organization’s name is important for the resolution of an employee’s name: the ambiguity of personal names in web queries is a sore subject. It was shown that adding the personal context to the query containing a name or finding such context automatically significantly improves the retrieval performance (Shen et al., 2008). Of course, one could possibly improve by listing names of all organizations where the person was ever employed (using OR clause) or by adding such context as the person’s profession or title. However, the latter may still decrease the recall, cause this information is rarely mentioned in informal texts. It is also possible to apply more sophisticated strategies for names representation (e.g. using the first name’s diminutive forms and abbreviations), but we avoided using them for the sake of fast implementation and also as a quick solution for ambiguity resolution. In some cases, namely when using Web and News search services, we also added a clause restricting the search to URLs that do not contain the domain of the organization. It was done to separate organizational data from the rest of available information. In some cases, when an organization’s domain is not unique, it is useful to just enlist all organizational domains, each in separate -inurl clause.

As the second step of acquiring the evidence of a certain type, we send the query to one of the web search services, described further in this section. The
number of results is considered as a measure of personal expertise. In other words, we ask a specific search engine: “Please, tell us how many times this person occurs in documents containing these query terms and not hosted at the domain of her/his own organization”. The answer shows the degree of relation of a person to the documents on the topic what is a common indicator of personal expertness (see Section 2.1). Our technique is akin to the Votes method measuring a candidate’s expertness by the number of organizational documents retrieved in response to a query and related to the candidate (Macdonald and Ounis, 2006) (see Section 2.1.2).

Due to limits of the Search Engine API technology we used, we need to restrict the number of persons for which we extracted global expertise evidence. In case of large organizations with thousands of candidate experts, it is unrealistic and unnecessary to issue thousands of search engine queries containing each person and the initial user query. So, pre-selection of candidates using enterprise data only makes a lot of sense. In our experiments, described later in Section 5.1.8, we proceed further with only 100 most promising candidate experts per query according to the evidence found in the enterprise. Processing one query takes less than a second. So, it usually took from 15 to 70 seconds to issue queries for all candidates, to wait for all responses of one search engine and to download all search result pages. While, it seems intolerable for document search, expert finding is the task in which people re-formulate their queries less often and appreciate the quality of recommendation much higher. Moreover, expected time spent in pointless conversations with unqualified people is usually longer than one minute, considering that meetings are not always short-time and spontaneous. Due to a significant increase in performance that we achieve with our techniques (see Section 5.1.8), we hope that other issues are of minor importance.

Apart from the ranking built on fully indexed organizational data, we built rankings using 6 different sources of expertise evidence from the Web: Global Web Search, Regional Web Search, Document-specific Web search, News Search (all via Yahoo! Web search API), Blogs Search and Books Search (via Google Blog and Book Search APIs). We describe each type of evidence and details of its acquisition further in this section.

5.1.2 Acquiring evidence from Enterprise

Despite the presence of vast amount of personal web data hosted outside of the corporate domain, the enterprise itself stays the main repository of structured and unstructured knowledge about its employees. Moreover, large part of enterprise documentation is often not publicly accessible and hence not indexed by any of web search engines. Even traditionally public Web 2.0
activities are often insistently popularized to be used fully internally within organizations for improving intra-organizational communication (GuideWire-Group, 2005). According to recent surveys (Levine, 2008), 24% of companies have already adopted Web 2.0 applications. Internal corporate blogging (Huh et al., 2007) and Project Wiki technologies (Buffa, 2006) are the most demanded among them. For instance, it is reported that Microsoft employees write more than 2800 blogs and about one third of them is only internally accessible (Efimova and Grudin, 2007).

Since it is usually possible to have fast access to the content of indexed documents in an Enterprise search system, we build Enterprise data based rankings using state-of-the-art expert finding algorithm proposed by Balog et al. (2007). We also use its performance as our baseline. Note that it measures candidate’s expertness by calculating a weighted sum of scores of documents retrieved to a query and related to the candidate as defined in Equation 2.1. In contrast to that measure, we aggregate expertise evidence from the Web by simply counting all documents matched to a query and related to the person. Therefore, the only difference is that we consider all document scores equal and do not assume that the amount of a document score propagated to a mentioned candidate depends on the number of candidates in that document. We demonstrate the utility of relevance probabilities calculated for URLs, titles and snippets later in the next section. We also do not expect too many candidates from the same organization to co-occur in documents hosted elsewhere since there are many more chances for professional encounters in a bounded organizational space than in the immense World Wide Web.

5.1.3 Acquiring evidence from Web search

The importance of the World Wide Web for finding information about people is unquestionable. Especially, since everyone cares much about “online reputation” and wants to be found, since it is often crucial to be searchable in the Internet Era (Pang and Lee, 2008). The word “Google” is officially added to the Oxford English Dictionary as a verb. “Googling” a person is one of the most popular search activities with dedicated manuals and howtos (Sherman, 2005). 30% of all searches on Google or Yahoo! are for specific people or people related (Arrington, 2007). The increasingly used practice for employment prescreening is to “Google” applicants (Jones et al., 2007). A 2006 survey conducted by CareerBuilder.com found that one in four employers use Internet searches to learn more about their potential employees and actually more than half of managers have chosen not to hire an applicant after studying their online activity.
There is however a huge controversy on what search engine is better: Google or Yahoo! Almost everyone has his own opinion on this topic. From one point of view, Google has much larger share of searches in U.S. (59% in February 2008\(^1\)), but Yahoo! is still a bit ahead of Google according to The American Customer Satisfaction Index\(^2\). After all, we preferred Yahoo! Web Search API by two reasons. Yahoo’s search APIs are more developer-friendly and have less usage limitations, namely they are limited to 1000 results per query as opposed to Google API which returns not more than 32 results.

In order to analyze different scopes of a person’s mentioning on the web, we built expertise rankings based on several kinds of web searches: without any restrictions (except those mentioned in Section 5.1.1) and with restrictions on domains location and on the type of documents:

- **Global Web Search.** The search without restriction of the scope.
- **Regional Web Search.** The search only at web-sites hosted in Australia (by using Yahoo’s country search option). The purpose was to study whether we may benefit by expanding the search scope gradually, first searching for the expertise evidence in a company’s region.
- **Document-specific Web Search.** The search only in PDF documents (by using Yahoo’s format search option). The purpose was to study whether it is beneficial to differentiate document types. The PDF format was selected as a de-facto standard for official on-line documents (white papers, articles, technical reports) that we regarded as one of the main sources of expertise evidence.

### 5.1.4 Acquiring evidence from News Search

Good experts should be a bit familiar to everybody. However, to be searchable and broadly represented on the Web does not always mean to be famous and authoritative. What really matters is to be familiar to a large group of people interested in a search topic. It is well-known that news reflect internet buzzes, especially in blogosphere, serving as a filter for events and topics interesting for a broad audience (and vice versa is also true) (Lloyd et al., 2006). It basically means that being on the top of the news often means to be distinguished for your professional achievements: for making a discovery, starting a trend, receiving an award.

\(^1\)www.comscore.com
\(^2\)www.theacsi.org
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Yahoo! (news.yahoo.com), Google (news.google.com) and Live Search offer APIs for their News Search services. However, their significant limitation making them useless for expertise evidence acquisition is that they allow to search only in news from the past month. Since employees are not celebrities and hence are not mentioned in news daily, it is almost impossible to extract sufficient expertise evidence from these services. Google also has News Archive Search (news.google.com/archivesearch), but has no API for accessing it.

To realistically simulate the usage of News Search, we took our usual query (see Section 5.1.1), added inurl:news clause to it and sent it to Yahoo! Web Search service. In this way we restricted our search to domains and sub-domains hosting only news or to pages most probably containing news.

5.1.5 Acquiring evidence from Blog Search

As it was already mentioned in Section 5.1.2, blogs are very rich sources of knowledge about personal expertise. The larger part of corporate professional blogs is public and indexed by major blog search engines. Leading recruiting agencies predict the rapid increase of interest in candidates passionate about writing their blogs (Golta, 2008). Actually, the retrieval task of finding relevant blogs resembles the task of finding experts among bloggers in the Blogosphere. Recently, Balog et al. (2008a) successfully experimented with expert finding methods for blog distillation task on TREC 2007 Blog track data.

Two major blog search engines are fiercely competing with each other leaving others far behind: Technorati and Google Blog Search. According to the spreading Internet hype and recent random probings Google has significantly better coverage for blogs (Thelwall and Hasler, 2007). Its Blog Search API is much more developer-friendly than Technorati’s, which is often reported to be very unreliable (and it was even impossible to get an Application ID at technorati.com/developers at the time of writing). Despite that Google Blog Search API also has its own inconvenient limitations (it can only return up to 8 links in a result set), we use it for building Blog Search based ranking (see Section 5.1.1).

5.1.6 Acquiring evidence from Academic Search

Academic publications are a great source of expertise evidence, especially for R&D companies. Not all of them can be found at corporate web-sites, since their free public distribution may be forbidden by copyright terms. There
are two major multidisciplinary Academic Search engines: Google Scholar\(^3\) and Live Search Academic\(^4\). The others like Scopus or Web of Science index significantly less publications on many subjects, do not consider unofficial publications and are sometimes restricted to specific types of articles (e.g. to journals). Several studies have shown that it is effective to calculate bibliometric measures for estimating reputation of scientists using citations found in Google Scholar (Bar-Ilan, 2008). It also becomes more popular among researchers to specify in their resumes the number of citations in Google Scholar for their publications. Google Scholar can actually be regarded as a world-wide expert finding system, since it always shows 5 key authors for the topic at the bottom of the result page.

Unfortunately, there is no possibility to access any academic search engine via an API. However, Google provides an API for a very similar search service: Book Search\(^5\). While its publication coverage is not as large as Google Scholar’s, there is a high overlap in the data they both index, since Google Scholar always returns items indexed by Book Search for non-fiction subjects. Using Books Search also naturally allows to search for expertise evidence in not strictly academic sources. So, we build an Academic Search based ranking by sending queries (see Section 5.1.1) to Google Book Search service.

### 5.1.7 Combining Expertise Evidences

#### Through Rank Aggregation

The problem of rank aggregation is well known in research on metasearch (Liu et al., 2007). Since our task may be viewed as people metasearch, we adopt solutions from that area. We also decided to use only ranks and ignore the actual number of results acquired for each candidate expert and a query from each search service. It was done for the sake of comparability and to avoid the need for normalization of values.

In our preliminary experiments with different rank aggregation methods we found that the simplest approach is also the best performing. To get the final score we just sum the negatives of ranks which the person \(e\) is assigned to if ranked together with the other candidates using expertise evidence found in sources from the set \(K\):

\[\text{score}(e) = \sum_{k \in K} -r(k, e)\]
This approach is often referred as Borda count (Aslam and Montague, 2001). We also tried to learn weights of sources with the Ranking SVM algorithm, using its SVM^map version which directly optimizes Mean Average Precision\(^6\) (Yue et al., 2007). However, its performance was surprisingly nearly the same as Borda count’s.

### 5.1.8 Experiments

We experiment with the collection used by the Enterprise TREC community in 2007 (see Section 2.4.2). It represents a crawl from Australia’s national science agency’s (CSIRO) web site and includes about 370 000 web documents (4 GB) of various types. We built our own candidates list by finding about 3500 candidates in the collection (see Section 4.3.1 for details). 50 queries with judgments created by CSIRO Science Communicators (a group of expert finders on demand) were used for the evaluation.

The results analysis is based on calculating popular IR performance measures also used in official TREC evaluations: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and precision at top 5 ranked candidate experts (P@5) (see Section 2.4.4).

In our experiments discussed below we compare our methods with a baseline ranking and also study the effectiveness of combinations of rankings. The performance of the following rankings and their combinations is discussed further:

- **Enterprise**: Baseline enterprise search based ranking (see Section 5.1.2),
- **YahooWeb**: Yahoo! Global Web search based ranking (see Section 5.1.3),
- **YahooWebAU**: Yahoo! Regional Web search based ranking (see Section 5.1.3),
- **YahooWebPDF**: Yahoo! Document-specific Web search based ranking (see Section 5.1.3),
- **YahooNews**: Yahoo! News search based ranking (see Section 5.1.4),
- **GoogleBlogs**: Google Blog search based ranking (see Section 5.1.5),

\(^6\)projects.yisongyue.com/svmmap/
Before starting analyzing the quality of each ranking, we compare them using normalized Kendall tau rank distance measure (Fagin et al., 2003). Low tau scores indicate similarity of rankings and since all candidates are taken from Enterprise ranking, each pair of rankings contains the same set of candidates. As we see in Table 5.1, the Enterprise ranking appears to be very similar to GoogleBlogs and GoogleBooks rankings. While the similarity of the latter is also supported by its similar performance with the Enterprise (see Table 5.2), the GoogleBlogs obviously improves the Enterprise not being considerably different. It probably happens because it is different mostly at more important lower ranks. It is also interesting that all four rankings acquired using the same Yahoo Web Search API differ very substantially. This result approves that at least the decision to segregate different information units within one source was reasonable. On the contrary, rankings acquired from Google and even from its different search services disagree at a much lower level. We may suppose that it is explained by the fact that both sources provide only a limited amount of evidence. The Google Blog Search API returns at maximum 8 results, so all candidate experts mentioned more than 8 times in blogs are regarded equal. Google Book search basically allows us to distinguish only between noted specialists and does not provide us with all sorts of academic expertise evidence.

The performance of each ranking is presented in Table 5.2. We see that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>P@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YahooWeb</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YahooWebAU</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YahooWebPDF</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YahooNews</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogleBlogs</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogleBooks</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: The normalized Kendall tau distance between all pairs of rankings

Table 5.2: The performance of rankings

- **GoogleBooks**: Google Book search based ranking (see Section 5.1.6).
restricting the scope of web search to the regional web or to specific file format does not lead to better results. Both YahooWebAU and YahooWebPDF rankings are inferior to YahooWeb ranking and to Enterprise. However, all other rankings built on web evidence are better than Enterprise in terms of MAP and MRR measures. It is hard to decide which of them is the best: YahooWeb is much better in MAP and P@5, but if user needs to detect the most knowledgeable person fast, using evidence from news and blogs seems a better idea according to the performance of the MRR measure. Google-Blogs ranking outperforms the baseline only slightly, so its use without combining it with other evidences is questionable.

We also experimented with combinations of rankings (see Section 5.1.7). Following the principle that we should give a priority to the best rankings, we combined the most effective YahooWeb ranking with each other ranking (see Table 5.3). We surprisingly found that the combinations of that ranking with Enterprise and GoogleBooks rankings, which are not the best alone, are the best performing. Probably, since according to the normalized Kendall tau distance (see Table 5.1) these rankings are more similar to YahooWeb ranking, their combination produces a more consistent result. We also combined Enterprise ranking with each other ranking, but found that its combination with YahooWeb ranking is still the best.

In order to study the future potential of web evidence combinations, we decided to simulate the inference of web evidences which we can not currently acquire through APIs. First, we combined YahooWebPDF and Google-Books rankings to infer a better academic search based evidence. Consider-
Table 5.5: The performance of combinations of the YahooWeb and the Enterprise rankings with the other rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>P@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YahooWebAU</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YahooWebPDF</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YahooNews</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogleBlogs</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogleBooks</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we see in Table 5.4, the performance of that combined ranking approved our expectations: it is better than each of these rankings used alone. Second, we tested the combination of YahooNews and GoogleBlogs rankings considering that it would represent an output from some future Social Media search service as it is envisioned by many (Firestone et al., 2007). The advantage of this combination is visible, but less obvious. It is certainly better than YahooNews ranking, but outperforms GoogleBlogs ranking only according to the MAP measure.

As we see in Table 5.5, further combination showed that when we combine Enterprise ranking, YahooWeb ranking and YahooNews ranking, we get improvements for the MAP and the P@5 measures. In total using that combination we had 29% improvement of MAP, 20% of MRR, and 14% of P@5. Combinations of 4 and more rankings only degraded the performance. To test statistical significance of the obtained improvement, we calculated a paired t-test for each measure. Results indicated that the improvement is significant at the $p < 0.01$ level with respect to the baseline.

5.2 Measuring the quality of a web search result

In the previous section we demonstrated a simple, but effective measure using web-based evidence for personal expertise. We counted the number of information units in a web source that contain all query terms and a candidate mention. Since we consider every link returned by a search service as a partial evidence of personal expertness, the next step would be to differentiate the strength of these evidences by taking various properties of these links into account. After all, the majority of expert finding approaches measures the quality of a person-specific result set returned by the search engine by summing document relevance probabilities. Generally speaking, in order to
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Estimate the overall quality of the person-specific search Result_i, one usually aggregates calculated quality measures over result items from the Result_i:

\[ Quality(Result_i) = \sum_{Item \in Result_i} Quality(Item) \] (5.2)

Besides that relevance is the main document quality measure used by popular document-based methods, query-independent measures are also recently studied. (Macdonald et al., 2008a) reported findings for the enterprise data only (e.g. all inlinks are only from pages of the Enterprise (CSIRO) domain). They used their expert finding method (described in Section 2.1.2) as a baseline. Using Inlinks and URL length improved MAP by a few percents. Similar document quality measures for document retrieval task can be found in some groups' reports on TREC Enterprise Track 2007 (Zhu et al., 2007; Duan et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007). Measuring the quality of web result set to predict users' satisfaction with a search engine was proposed by White et al. (2008).

We decided to approach this problem from a different point of view. First, we measure the quality of the global web evidence, since it has shown itself to be so valuable in the previous section. Second, we again rely on rank aggregation to combine evidence originated from the enterprise and the web. Alternative approaches are used by Balog and de Rijke (2009) and He et al. (2009). They linearly combined retrieval scores for personal profiles as pseudo-documents built on the enterprise and web data. In one case, only web result snippets were used, in another case, entire documents were downloaded.

A result set returned by a typical web search engine consists of a list of result items described by their URLs, titles and summaries (snippets). Certainly, downloading web pages using URLs of web result items for the deeper analysis of web result quality may lead to the better performance, but in our experiments we restrict ourselves to quality measures calculated just from the search result pages or using such page statistics that can be quickly acquired from a search engine without downloading the full content of a page. All measures that we considered in this paper could be classified into two types: query-dependent and query-independent.

5.2.1 Query independent quality measures

In our experiments we focused on four kinds of query independent quality measures of a result item (web page).
URL length

Previous studies indicated that URL length is inversely proportional to the usefulness of the page it refers to (Kraaij et al., 2002; Craswell et al., 2005b). We apply a simple quality measure based on this assumption: $Quality(Item) = 1/Length(Item\_URL)$. The URL length is expressed in levels: the number of backslashes in the URL after its domain part. It should be mentioned that expressing the URL length in symbols performed much worse in our preliminary experiments.

Inlinks for domain

Another quality estimate we used is an approximation of the result item’s authority. It was recently proposed to measure the strength of expertise evidence extracted from a web page by the number of its inlinks (Macdonald et al., 2008a). There are web services providing similar statistics: Yahoo! Search API (Site Explorer) returns the number of inlinks for a provided URL, sites like Prchecker.info even show the estimate of Google PageRank. Academic search engines like Google Scholar usually return the number of citations per publication in their result set.

However, it was hard to calculate sophisticated web graph centrality measures without downloading the content of all web pages returned in results sets of all test queries. Moreover, we were interested in a lightweight solution. Since most pages are not often linked by pages outside of their domain, we used a simple inlink authority measure for the domain of the result item, considering that in many other authority measures (e.g. Pagerank) this value anyway propagates to all pages hosted at the result item’s domain: $Quality(Item) = \text{inlinks(Domain(Item))}$. The authority estimate was acquired using the link: clause plus the domain name to query Google Web Search API that returned the number of pages citing the given domain.

Domain size

We also supposed that the importance of the domain which hosts the returned result page should also be expressed by its size: $Quality(Item) = Size(Domain(Item))$. The main intuition was that large domains usually become so only due to the time and money spent on their maintenance what in turn demonstrates their respectability. The size estimate was acquired using site: clause plus the domain name to query Google Web Search API that returned the number of pages indexed by Google at the given domain.
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Freshness

We supposed that a page’s last date of modification shows how much trust we should put in expertise evidence found in it. Supposedly, the freshness of expertise evidence implicitly indicates the freshness of candidate’s expert knowledge. In our preliminary experiments it appeared that considering only those results that were at least once modified (or created) after 2006 was better than just treating all of them equally useful:

\[
Quality(\text{Item}) = \begin{cases} 
1, \text{Year}(\text{Item}) \geq 2006 \\
0, \text{Year}(\text{Item}) < 2006 
\end{cases}
\]

5.2.2 Query dependent quality measures

The state-of-the-art methods, including the one we use to get Enterprise based ranking (Balog et al., 2006), often rank candidates by the sum of relevance probabilities of pages that contain their mentions (see Section 2.1.2). In our case, it is possible to issue a query without a person’s name within and get only topic based ranks of documents. But since most engines return only first thousand of matched pages, that strategy may fail for non-selective short ambiguous queries producing significantly larger result.

Since it is also very time- and broadband-consuming to download all pages in the result list in order to measure their relevance, we use a very simple measure of the Item’s (URL, Title or Summary) relevance which we sum over the result list:

\[
Quality(\text{Item}) = \frac{N(q, q \in \text{Item} \land q \in Q)}{|Q|} 
\]

what is the number of query terms \( q \) appearing in the result \( \text{Item} \) divided by the number of terms in the query \( Q \). Since it is hard to tokenize URLs, we just search for a query term as for a substring in this case.

5.2.3 Experiments

We again used the CERC collection as in experiments described in previous section. The results analysis is again based on calculating popular IR performance measures also used in official TREC evaluations. We analyzed the performance of the Enterprise ranking combined with one of the following rankings:

- YahooWeb: based on the number of web result items returned,
• YahooWebURLLenInLevels: based on the sum of URL Length based quality estimates for web result items,
• YahooWebInlinksForDomain: based on the sum of inlinks of domains of web result items,
• YahooWebSizeForDomain: based on the sum of sizes of domains of web result items,
• YahooWebAfter2006: based on the number of web result items modified or created after 2006,
• YahooWebRelevURL: based on the sum of URL relevance probabilities for web result items,
• YahooWebRelevTitle: based on the sum of title relevance probabilities for web result items,
• YahooWebRelevSummary: based on the sum of summary relevance probabilities for web result items,

We wanted to be sure that the difference in performance of the result size based method and the other methods using summed quality estimates of result items do not occur due to random assignment of ranks for items with equal values. So, we assigned these ranks more fairly than in the Section 5.1, when we just relied on a sorting algorithm for rank assignment. First, we considered that all candidates with zero expertise estimates are always assigned with the lowest negative rank possible in the system (-100 in our experiments, since we always start by taking top-100 candidates from the Enterprise based ranking). Second, we assigned equal ranks to the candidates with equal estimates. The comparison of results presented in Table 5.6 to the previous results, presented in Table 5.3, shows that the removal of this randomness certainly leads to the improvement.

Our initial intention was to improve baseline Enterprise ranking and Enterprise+YahooWeb rankings combination that we regard in this section as our new actual baseline. Only YahooWebURLLenInLevels ranking showed significantly degraded performance, the others were equally or better performing. Three rankings appeared to have slightly better performance in combination with Enterprise ranking: YahooWebAfter2006, YahooWebRelevTitle, YahooWebRelevURL. In the latter case, the result was also significantly better than for Enterprise+YahooWeb ranking for MAP and MRR measures at the level $p < 0.05$ (paired t-test). We also tried to further combine different rankings from the above list. However, we did not succeed to beat Enterprise+YahooWebRelevURL’s ranking performance with any of these combinations.
5.3 Discussion

As it was demonstrated by our experiments, we are able to gain significant improvements over the baseline expert finding approach which analyzes only the data originating from the organization. We found again, as in Chapter 4, that the quality of inference of personal expertise depends on the amount of expertise evidence. When we search for the indirect evidence also outside of an organization on the World Wide Web, we increase our potential to guess...
about the competence of its employees. It was also clear from experiments that combining different sources of evidence through simple rank aggregation allows to improve even more. We suppose that this improvement is first of all caused by diminishing the dominance of persons that appear in organizational documentation accidentally or by bureaucratic reasons (e.g. web-masters or secretaries). Such persons are often not related to the very meaning of most documents where they appear and are frequent only in the documents from one single source. Additional studies indicated not only the benefit from using diverse sources of expertise evidence, but also from accurate measuring the quality of evidence acquired from these sources.

In this thesis we focused our studies on the predefined subset of search services selected by their popularity and supposed richness in expertise evidence. However, there are more potentially useful sources that can be found among social networks, expert databases, vertical search engines and Web 2.0 applications built on the content generated by users. Some of them are already popular among professionals and therefore usable for expert finding. Other ones are just on the rise of their authority.

Social Networks. Social networks are essential sources of knowledge about personal skills and experience. They allow to extract expertise evidence not solely from a user profile, but also from its context: directly “befriended” user profiles or profiles connected implicitly through sharing the same attributes (e.g. places of work or visited events). However, while such huge networks as LinkedIn.com (33 million members as reported in January 2009) and Facebook.com (130 million members as reported in January 2009) are very popular for recruiting specialists (King, 2006; Kolek and Saunders, 2008), it is still hard to compare expertise of employees from the same organization using the data acquired from these sources. In many cases on-line profiles are not publicly accessible and still far not all employees care about being well-known.

Expert databases. Those who are not willing to create their own professional profile manually can be supplied with one for free. Such repositories of experts as Zoominfo.com and many others (Arrington, 2007) automatically summarize all information about people found on the Web to make them searchable. Many of them provide APIs for programmatic access to their databases7.

Vertical Search Engines. Specialized topic-oriented search engines should be helpful for finding experts in specific industries: SearchFinance. com - for finding economists, Medstory.com - for doctors, Yahoo! Tech8 and

1www.programmableweb.com/apis/
2tech.yahoo.com
Google Code Search\textsuperscript{9} - for software engineers etc.

\textbf{User generated content.} There are other ways to share expertise besides blogging. Communities like Slideshare.com allow knowledge exchange with the minimum effort by just uploading personal presentation slides. However, professional advice at Yahoo\textsuperscript{10} or LinkedIn\textsuperscript{11} Answers or authoring Wikipedia articles (Demartini, 2007) are more significant activities. They indicate personal proficiency not only by relevance of the generated content, but also by feedback from involved users assessing the quality of advice (Adamic et al., 2008).

\section*{5.4 Summary}

In this paper we proposed a way to gather additional expertise evidence apart from that available in organizations employing candidate experts. We used various kinds of web search services to acquire an additional proof of expertness for each person which was initially pre-selected by an expert finding algorithm using only organizational data. We basically developed two approaches to acquisition of expertise evidence that can be found on the web.

In our first approach, we used APIs of two major search engines, Yahoo! and Google, and built six rankings of candidate experts per query using different vertical search services. We empirically demonstrated that rankings from certain web sources of expertise evidence and their combinations are significantly better than the initial enterprise search based ranking. The presented study demonstrated that the predicting potential of the expertise evidence that can be found outside of the organization is invaluable. We discovered that combining the ranking built solely on the Enterprise data with the web based ranking may produce significant increases in performance.

In our second approach, we tried to further improve the performance by using various quality measures to distinguish among web result items. While, indeed, it was beneficial to use some of these measures, it stayed unclear whether they are decisively important.

\textsuperscript{9}codesearch.google.com
\textsuperscript{10}answers.yahoo.com
\textsuperscript{11}linkedin.com/answers
Beyond expert finding

Expert finding is an example of the task that can be abstractly formulated as ranking entities that do not have their own descriptions, but are in certain and uncertain relations with some pieces of text in the collection. So, it comes natural, that after we had proposed improvements for expert finding, we applied similar techniques to other entity ranking tasks.

In this chapter, we answer research questions posed in the beginning of this thesis and related to Research Objective 4 (see Section 1.2). We present first, yet effective, solutions for two novel tasks of entity ranking in specific domains. The first task is ranking entities in user-generated knowledge repositories, which is the most similar task to expert finding in our opinion. The application example that we use in this thesis is Wikipedia. The second task is location prediction for images using only their short descriptions (tags). As we show further this problem can be reduced to ranking locations (entities) in respect to the tagset (query) of an image that we need to place on a map. We focus our studies on images uploaded to photo-sharing services and particularly, Flickr. We can also imagine a very similar functionality within an expert finding application, which helps users to find a region with high expertise on the topic, i.e. with high density of experts or companies working in relevant areas.

6.1 Entity Ranking in Wikipedia

Entity ranking in Wikipedia is a task similar in nature to web search (where Wikipedia pages dominate in results), but has some distinguishing features. Queries here ask not for documents, but for a ranked list of unique entities, e.g. for movies, flags, or diseases, described by short labels and possibly but not necessarily by URLs of pages with detailed information about them.
Users of entity ranking systems search for entities in the first place, rather than for any text which is “about” them. This in turn means that the relevance of pages describing entities is less of a concern for users than relevance of entities, although it may be helpful to find these entities. Most importantly, it leads to the need to estimate also the relevance of items that do not have any description (Zaragoza et al., 2007). If users still expect the system to return pages, like in Wikipedia-based entity search, they anyway want pages not just “about” the relevant entities, but pages whose primary purpose is to serve as a unique and complete description of an entity.

Entity ranking stresses on the fact that users experience typed information needs. So users search not for all kinds of relevant entities, as in default web search settings, but for their specific types. The type of an entity is defined in the context of Wikipedia by categories assigned to the entity’s article. An entity can thus have several types. Furthermore, Wikipedia categories are hierarchically organized (although there are cycles (Zesch and Gurevych, 2007)). We can hence assume that an entity does not only belong the categories assigned to it, but also to ancestor categories. However, Wikipedia’s category hierarchy does not form a strict tree, and thus moving too far away from the original categories can lead to unexpected type assignments.

To evaluate retrieval systems handling typed information needs for entities, the Initiative for Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX) started the XML Entity Ranking track (INEX-XER), with the aim to create a test collection for entity retrieval in Wikipedia (Vri, 2008). While the collection is the same that INEX uses for other tasks, e.g. ad-hoc XML Retrieval, test topics and relevance judgments are specifically designed for experiments with entity ranking (see example in Table 6.1).

Our approach to entity ranking can be summarized by the following processing steps:
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(1) initial retrieval of articles,
(2) building of an entity graph,
(3) relevance propagation within the graph,
(4) filtering articles by the requested type.

The notion entity graph stands here for a query-dependent link graph, consisting of all articles (or entities) returned by the initial retrieval as vertices and the link-structure among them forming the edges. Links to other articles not returned in the initial ranking are not considered in the entity graph. Entity graphs can later be used for the propagation of relevance to neighboring nodes and serve the same purpose as expertise graphs from Chapter 4.

6.1.1 Entity retrieval by description ranking

The most simple and obvious method of entity retrieval could be the ranking of their textual descriptions with some classic document retrieval method. In case of expert finding, it is hard to expect from each and every candidate expert in the enterprise to maintain personal profile. At the same time, it is often not clear to what extent an expert finding system should trust such self-descriptions. Contrariwise, Wikipedia articles are collaboratively maintained by users. Their immense enthusiasm makes it possible to have an article for almost any more or less known entity. Discussions and change histories are public what decreases the risk of favoritism and spamming.

In our experiments we rank Wikipedia articles representing entities using a language-model based retrieval method:

\[ P(Q|e) = \prod_{t \in Q} P(t|e), \]

\[ P(t|e) = (1 - \lambda_C) \frac{tf(t, e)}{|e|} + \lambda_C \frac{\sum_{e'} tf(t, e')}{\sum_{e'} |e'|} \]

where \( tf(q, e) \) is a term frequency of \( q \) in the entity description \( e \), \( |e| \) is the description length and \( \lambda_C \) is a Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parameter - the probability of a term to be generated from the global language model. In all our experiments it is set to 0.8, what is standard in retrieval tasks.

6.1.2 Entity retrieval by relevance propagation

Ranking entities using solely the content of their descriptions as the evidence of their relevance is a reasonable, but not the only step to be done towards
maximizing performance. Thousands of entities in Wikipedia have too short or empty descriptions, especially those that appear in novel evolving domains and just became known. Wu et al. (2008) report that among the 1.8 million pages they crawled in July 2007, many are short articles and almost 800,000 (44.2%) are marked as stub pages, indicating that much-needed information is missing. For many popular queries implying an information need for widely known entities it may be not the issue, but unobvious queries with narrow focus may often fail to find a barely relevant entity. Moreover, even well-known entities are often described by associations with other entities and in terms of other entities. This means that query terms have lesser chance to appear in the content of a relevant description, since some concepts mentioned in its text are not explained and their details can be found in their own descriptions. It is known that internal links in Wikipedia normally link to another “relevant” Wikipedia page and this is imposed by official guidelines for contributors: “Only make links that are relevant to the context...”. These considerations motivated us to continue adopting methods that we used for relevance propagation in Chapter 4.

**Finite random walk**

In order to model the relevance propagation between entities (articles), we model the process in which the user, after seeing initial list of retrieved entities:

- selects one document and reads its description,
- follows links connecting entities and reads descriptions of related entities.

Since we consider this random walk as finite, we assume that at some step a user finds the relevant entity and stops the search process. So, we iteratively calculate the probability that a random surfer will end up with a certain entity after $K$ steps of a walk started at one of the initially ranked entity. In order to emphasize the importance of entities to be in proximity to the most relevant ones according to the initial ranking, we consider that both (1) the probability to start the walk from a certain entity and (2) the probability to stay at the entity node are equal to the probability of relevance of its description. This finite random walk is similar to the one we adopted for expert finding task in Section 4.1.4.

$$P_0(e) = P(Q|e) \quad (6.3)$$

1. wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Missingencyclopedic_articles
The probabilities \( P(e'|e) \) are uniformly distributed among links outgoing from the same entity. Finally, we rank entities by their \( P_K(e) \).

**Linear Combination of Step Probabilities**  It is also possible to estimate entity relevance using several finite walks of different lengths at once. In the following modification of the above-described method, we rank entities considering a weighted sum of probabilities to appear in the entity node at different steps:

\[
P_i(e) = \mu_0 P_0(e) + (1 - \mu_0) \sum_{i=1}^K \mu_i P_i(e),
\]

(6.5)

where \( \mu_i \) is the prior probability that a random surfer stops the walk at \( i \) step. Of course, the faster an article is “found” during the described random walk, the higher chance that it is relevant. However, for the sake of simplicity, we set \( \mu_0 \) to 0.5, distribute \( \mu_1 \ldots \mu_K \) uniformly and rely exclusively on varying number of steps \( K \) in our experiments.

**Infinite random walk**

In our second approach, we assume that the walk in search for relevant entities consists of countless number of steps. The stationary probability of ending up in a certain entity is considered to be proportional to its relevance. However, since the stationary distribution of a described discrete Markov process does not depend on the initial distribution over entities, so the relevance flow becomes unfocused. The probability to appear in a certain entity node becomes dependent only on its centrality, but not on its closeness to the sources of relevance. In order to solve this issue we introduce regular jumps to entity nodes from any node of the entity graph after which the walk restarts and the user follows inter-entity links again. We consider that the probability of jumping to the specific entity equals to the probability of relevance of its description. This makes a random walker visit entities which are situated closer to the initially highly ranked ones more often during normal walk steps. The following formula is used for iterations until convergence:

\[
P_i(e) = \lambda_J P(Q|e) + (1 - \lambda_J) \sum_{i=1}^K P(e'|e) P_{i-1}(e'),
\]

(6.6)

\( \lambda_J \) is the probability that at any step the user decides to make a jump and not to follow outgoing links anymore. The described discrete Markov
process is stochastic and irreducible, since each entity is reachable due to introduced jumps, and hence has a stationary distribution. Consequently, we rank entities by their stationary probabilities \( P_\infty(e) \). If to compare infinite and finite random walks, here we allow all entities with even a long path to some entity to influence its relevance estimate.

### 6.1.3 Experiments

The collection used for experiments with entity ranking is the Wikipedia XML Corpus based on an XML-ified version of the English Wikipedia of early 2006. Despite that actual Wikipedia was four times larger in size by the end of 2008\(^2\), INEX collection still represents a significantly large experimental sample of 659,338 Wikipedia articles organized into 113,483 categories.

We trained and analyzed our models using those 28 queries from the Ad-Hoc XML Retrieval task of INEX 2006. Answers that are not the dedicated descriptions of relevant entities were removed. All our algorithms start from retrieval of articles from the collection using the baseline language modeling based approach to IR for scoring documents. Further we extract entities mentioned in these articles and build entity graphs. For the initial article retrieval as well as for the graph generation the PF/Tijah retrieval system was employed (Hiemstra et al., 2006). We tuned our parameters by maximization of the MAP measure and for 100 initially retrieved articles.

Experiments with the following methods are discussed further:

- **Baseline**: the baseline method ranking entities by the relevance probabilities of their Wikipedia-articles (see Equations 6.1, 6.2),
- **K-Step RW**: the K-step Random Walk method using multi-step relevance propagation with K steps (see Equations 6.3, 6.4),
- **K-Step RWLin**: the K-step Random Walk method using linear combination of entity relevance probabilities at different steps up to K (see Equation 6.5),
- **IRW**: the Infinite Random Walk method ranking entities by probabilities to reach them in infinity during non-stop walk (see Equation 6.6).

For the Entity Retrieval task we had a query and the list of entity categories as input. However, according to the track guidelines and our own intuition, relevant entities could be found out of the scope of given categories. Preliminary experiments have shown that using parent categories of any level spoiled the performance of the baseline method. However, it was

\[^2\text{wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Modelling_Wikipedia's_growth}\]
important to include child categories up to the 3rd level (see Figure 6.1). This probably means that queries were created with an assumption that given categories should be greatest common super-types for the relevant entities. We used entities of all categories for the relevance propagation and filtered out entities using list of allowed categories only at the stage of result list output.

In all methods except the Baseline we had to tune one specific parameter. For the K-step RW and K-step RWLin methods we experimented with the number of walking steps. As we see in Figure 6.2 both methods reach their maximum performance after making 3 steps. K-step RW Lin method seems to be more robust to the parameter setup. It probably happens because it smooths the probability to appear in the certain entity after K steps with probabilities of visiting it earlier. The rapid decrease of performance for even steps for K-step RW method can be explained in the following way. A lot of relevant entities are only mentioned in the top ranked entity descriptions and do not have their own descriptions in this top, due to their low relevance probability or due to their absence in the collection. The relevance probability of these "outsider" entities entirely depends on the relevance of related entities, which are not relevant entities themselves (for example, do not match the requested entity type), but tell a lot about the ranked entity. So, all 'outsider' entities have direct (backward) links only to the entities with descriptions in the top and since we always start walking only from the latter entities, the probability to appear in 'outsider' entities at every even step is close to zero.

We also experimented with the probability to restart the walk from ini-
Figure 6.2: MAP performance for two methods and different numbers of steps

Table 6.2: MAP of 4 methods on the test data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-step RW</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-step RWLin</td>
<td>0.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRW</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to results shown in Figure 6.3, values between 0.3 and 0.5 seem to be optimal. This actually means that making only 2-3 steps (before the next restart) is the best strategy what is also the case for the finite random walk methods.

To sum up, our experiments with the training data showed that all our three methods outperform the Baseline method. However, the K-Step RW method produced a bit worse results than the other two. In spite of this observation, it was necessary to examine the effectiveness of relevance propagation on the test data, fixing the best parameters tuned on the training 28 queries. We conducted the final experiment with 46 test queries (Vri, 2008).

Herewith, we present the performance of 4 sets of resulting entity lists submitted to the Entity track of INEX 2007. Table 6.2 shows that the performance instability of K-step RW method observed on the training data probably resulted in its low performance on the test data. However, both K-step RWLin and IRW methods equally outperformed Baseline. Their performance was also quite similar on the training data. That lets to conclude that the influence of entities situated further than in 3 links (number...
of steps for maximum performance of the K-step RWLin from the current entity is marginal, when the probability of not following links at each step is as high as 0.5. In other words, it leads to empirical proof that the jumping probability is enough to control the size of a neighborhood that affects the relevance of an entity.

The main conclusion we arrived at is that the relevance propagation is an appropriate and beneficial mechanism for entity ranking even in such a semantically rich and well-structured corpus as Wikipedia with a complete textual description for almost every registered entity. While there is no classification of INEX queries into easy ones, asking for obviously popular entities, and hard ones, used for highly focused search, we expect the latter type of queries to take more advantage of relevance propagation. We also realize that Wikipedia is a user-generated encyclopedia successfully approaching the goal to describe every entity ever known to exist. This means that it solves the problem of entity search, which mainly consists in the lack of textual description for entities, by means of collaborative effort from users. In collections like we used for expert finding evaluation the benefit from multi-step relevance propagation is higher (see Section 4.3, Table 4.1), obviously due to the fact that reliable sources of expertise (relevance) evidence are not well-defined and need to be found automatically (e.g. personal pages/resumes of the candidates are not explicitly given). Nevertheless, the performance of runs produced by the K-step RWLin and the IRW methods was the best among 18 runs submitted by 8 groups participating in entity ranking track of INEX 2007 (Vri, 2008).
6.2 Placing Flickr images on a map

Nowadays, the number of context-aware Web 2.0 applications is constantly increasing. Due to the massive production of affordable GPS-enabled cameras and mobile phones (Naaman et al., 2004; Raper et al., 2007), location metadata such as latitude and longitude is automatically associated with the content generated by users. Users have the opportunity to spatially organise and browse their personal media (videos, photos or blog posts), and photo sharing services are leading the growing enthusiasm for personal location-awareness (Torniai et al., 2007). Geo-referenced photos can be organised in a browsable taxonomy of major locations or pinpointed on a map to identify very small regions. Some of the most popular examples are Flickr Places\(^3\) and Google Panoramio.\(^4\)

While in theory every photo can be anchored to the location it was taken, in practice many photos are location agnostic. Furthermore, the majority of Flickr users do not own location-aware cameras. Thus a large proportion of photos uploaded to Flickr contains no location information, even when the photo merits localizing. When uploading photos on Flickr users can still geo-tag their photos by dragging the photos to a particular point on the World map. This process is time-consuming and results in less accurate geo-tagging of photos, compared to automatically geo-tagged photos from GPS-enabled cameras. When manually geo-tagging photos, Flickr initially suggests the location of the last uploaded photo or simply displays the World map. At the same time, users are likely to expect applications to be more proactive by making some initial guess about the place where the photo was taken, since most users spend considerable effort to organise their “memory” geographically by describing photos with tags related to locations where they were taken (Ames and Naaman, 2007).

The objective of research presented in this section is to provide a more accurate starting point for geo-tagging photos, uploaded on Flickr, using the textual annotations provided by the user. According to recent literature (Ames and Naaman, 2007; Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol, 2008) users spend a considerable effort to organise their “memory” geographically by describing photos with tags related to locations where they were taken. The location specific tags (such as Torre Agbar which is only located in Barcelona), and location related tags (such as elephants which are related to locations such as zoos, Africa and Asia) provide essential cues as to where a picture was taken. For photos that are location agnostic (such as dog), location information may

\(^3\)http://www.flickr.com/places/ visited January 2009
\(^4\)http://www.panoramio.com visited January 2009
or may not be provided, but it is not relevant to the context of the photo.

The literature related to geo-tagging of photos and its use is extensive. In particular the reverse problem of discovering important landmarks and events, given a geographic co-ordinate has been studied extensively (Ahern et al., 2007; Rattenbury et al., 2007; Naaman et al., 2004). However, we believe that we are the first to investigate the problem of placing images on a map using the textual annotations provided by the user. While we focus on Flickr as our primary application, our approach can be applied to a wide range of service providers dealing with geo-referenced resources.

In this section we investigate generic methods for placing photos uploaded in Flickr on the World map. We construct an $n \times m$ grid based on the longitude/latitude co-ordinates of the globe, where each grid cell represents a location. Using a set of images whose locations are known, we place each image in its corresponding grid cell. As a baseline we employ the collective knowledge of Flickr users by estimating a language model from the terms people use to describe images taken at a particular location. We extend this model in several ways, using neighbouring cells under the assumption that “good” locations come from “good” neighbourhoods, and leveraging spatial ambiguity. Finally, we investigate how to incorporate external resources into the model, by boosting the importance of known location tags identified by their presence in GeoNames. We train, develop and evaluate our system using a snapshot of nearly 400,000 geo-tagged photos from Flickr with textual annotations. We predict the single most likely location of a photo in terms of accuracy at different levels of spatial granularity.

6.2.1 Spatial mining of user-generated content

The task of image classification exists for decades and all approaches can be roughly classified into two types: text-based and content-based (Datta et al., 2008). The text-based methods received considerably less attention, mainly due to common disbelief that images can be massively annotated in a manual, but cheap way. Nowadays, with the coming of new photo sharing services where users are highly motivated to generate descriptions for images to help their browsing and retrieval, various image text-based classification tasks become more realistic and doable, being already socially demanded. However, one work on content-based image classification is worth mentioning as the only research on image geo-mapping existing to the best of our knowledge. Hays and Efros (2008) proposed to use visual features of Flickr images to predict their geographic location with a nearest neighbor classification method. They report geo-locating 16% of test images within 200 km. Their data is limited to a sub-set of Flickr images tagged with at least
one name of a country, continent, densely populated city or popular tourist site and not tagged with specific non-geographic tags such as “birthday” or “concert”. By contrast, our approach is potentially knowledge-free, highly scalable and not limited to photos that are known to contain locations in the textual annotations.

However, the task of finding a geographical focus of a web page was first proposed by Ding et al. (2000). Their approach was two-fold: finding locations of web pages with hyper-links to the analysed page and detection and disambiguation of toponyms in its content. Follow-on work by Amitay et al. (2004) and Zong et al. (2005) relied on propagating the confidence weights of found toponyms up to the root of the gazetteer taxonomy to find the most probable common ascendants (e.g. finding a country for several cities mentioned). Generally speaking, the research on finding geographical focus of text is almost entirely based on finding and resolving toponyms. For our task of placing images on a map, an obvious solution would be to simply resolve the toponyms in the Flickr tags. This would allow us to identify locations that are mentioned in the tags, but does not allow us to infer locations from tags that are not found in gazetteers or other resources. We briefly describe the state-of-the-art in toponym resolution. A complete and detailed description of toponym resolution heuristics is made by Leidner (2007), but most approaches are derived from the following ideas.

**Using location priors.** Even without any context it is possible to make an intelligent guess about the most probable referent for a toponym by just considering the prior probabilities of places. For example, places with larger populations, or more frequent mentions in text are more likely candidates.

**Search for disambiguators.** It is assumed that each place has a list of disambiguators, such as its neighbours in gazetteer hierarchy, which resolve it if found in the proximity of the place name mention. For example, the country of France and the state of Texas are both disambiguators for the city of Paris.

**Spatial minimality.** If several toponyms are mentioned in the text without disambiguators, then those places are selected as referents that minimise the minimum bounding rectangle containing them or the sum of their pairwise distances from each other. For example, if Moscow and Helsinki appear together in the text, then Moscow, Russia is selected instead of Moscow, Idaho, US since it is thousands of kilometers closer to Helsinki, and Helsinki is unambiguous.

Ranking locations by the probability of generating a tag set implies leveraging the above-mentioned approaches. Both spatial minimality and disambiguator-based methods are implicit in the language modeling approach because places are more likely to appear together with their disambiguators.
in tags and tag sets from the same location. A significant number of users enlist disambiguators for place names in their tag sets by mentioning not only city, but also country tag, for example. However, as demonstrated on Figure 6.4, in addition to toponyms, other region-specific terms traditionally unnoticed by gazetteers can serve as disambiguators (e.g. hermitage for St. Petersburg, Russia and pelican for St. Petersburg, Florida). Using additional population and popularity based priors for locations is also not necessary due to the origin of tags representing locations: popular and highly populated locations get more image uploads and hence higher related tag counts.

Figure 6.4: Tags for places with ambiguous names, generated with Flickr Places: http://www.flickr.com/places

A number of related approaches should also be mentioned to make the picture complete. In relation to the location identification of images, Ahern et al. (2007) propose a method for detection of Flickr tags exhibiting spatial patterns. They find dense areas using geodesic distances between images, and rank all tags in these areas with a tf.idf-based feature selection measure to select the most representative location-related tags. The focus of their research is on selecting tags, rather than localizing images. In later papers they propose a method for detection of tags that correspond to local events (Rattenbury et al., 2007). Naaman et al. (2003) look at the other side of the coin, recommending tags to the user, given a known location for an image. Working with blog data, Mei et al. (2006) present methods for finding latent semantic topics and their distribution over locations (states or countries) and Wang et al. (2007) propose a Location-Aware Topic Model based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The works are similar to ours in that they
attempt to discern whether a topic is location-related, however blog data has a considerably richer semantic representation than the tags associated with images on Flickr, which may be only two or three terms. Web queries are more similar to tags than blogs, in the sense that queries are two or three content terms representing much larger concepts. Backstrom et al. (2008) propose a method to measure the geo-specificity of a query, using the level of dispersion around the location of the query’s highest frequency. With a similar goal in mind, Zhuang et al. (2008) calculate the inverse correlation of a query’s click distribution over locations with their populations. Vadrevu et al. (2008) use the probability of co-occurrence of a query term with place names from each region to determine queries that might be related to a given region.

### 6.2.2 Representing locations on a map

For each photo in our collection we have the following sources of information: a FlickrID, a geographic co-ordinate, and a set of tags. The first task at hand is to map each geographic co-ordinate to a location on the map. For that purpose we overlay a grid over the World map, which allows us to define a location as a cell on this grid, described by a pair of universal geographical co-ordinates (UGC). We can then investigate the accuracy of our system given various levels of spatial granularity of the grid. To universally represent locations we bind them to a cell using their latitudes and longitudes, considering 0 - 2 digits of the decimal part (UGC are represented in Flickr as decimals). For example, each pair of co-ordinates, ignoring the decimal part and considering only degree units, defines a unique location: a rectangle, or a cell of the earth grid, with latitude side of about 111 kilometers long and variable longitude side. The length of longitude side depends on latitude and varies from 0 kilometers at the poles (but 60 starting from inhabited places) to 111 kilometers at the equator (Toyama et al., 2003). In this paper we consider locations (cells) of roughly 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 kilometers long over latitude (see Figure 6.5).

Alternatively, one can tie a geographic location to a known semantic location as defined in Gazetteers. There locations are named and either defined by a bounding box (GeoPlanet), or just by a point on the map (GeoNames). In the first case, bounding boxes are often overlapping and do not cover all regions where people may appear. In the second case, it is unclear how to define boundaries in an unsupervised way. Moreover, developing methods dependent on specific symbolic representation of geographical information
may lead to difficulties in maintenance of such a framework, including the need to rebuild models with every new update of underlying topology. At the same time, when the most probable geographic location of an image is determined, mapping this location onto a specific geographical ontology (reverse geo-coding) is almost straightforward.

Figure 6.5: Western Europe divided into 50 km cells.

After defining the boundaries of locations, we need to represent them by some features useful for Flickr images classification. Note that most Flickr images are described only with tags, with no additional text attached: detailed descriptions and user comments are often missing and titles are often assigned automatically and hence meaningless (e.g. pho1232.jpg). To consider only the most reliable and most concise descriptions of photos, we classify Flickr images using their tags only. Each photo has associated 1 or more textual tags which is used to derive a language model that represents a location. We assume that the order of tags is not important for placing images on a map and adopt a bag-of-tags approach to sample representative tags for a given location. In order to preserve the unique semantics of each tag set we do not apply any stemming or stop-word filtering. However, we use the standard tag normalisation automatically provided by Flickr: all terms in compound tags are concatenated and all special characters are stripped.

In web retrieval it is common to assume various relations among documents defined by hyper-links. In our case we consider that the grid structure underlying our collection of locations implies a spatial relationship. Based on these observations, we represent all locations in an undirected graph, where the link between a pair of locations (grid cells) exists only if they are situated close enough on the grid. For the sake of simplicity, we use cell-based
distance and consider that any cell has 8 cells situated within 1-cell distance from it, 24 cells situated within 2-cell distance etc. Those locations that are found within a predefined distance can be then linked and hence considered as neighbours. In our case representing locations as pseudo-documents implies not only spatial, but also semantic similarity. This fact should not be neglected when localising a tag set: it is easy to expect that linked locations will have high probability to be represented by similar tags and that locations relevant to a classified image will also be close in the graph.

6.2.3 Modeling locations

In this section we describe the baseline approach for determining the location of a photo, given a set of tags. By estimating a language model through analysis the terms people use to describe images taken at a particular location, we can predict the most likely position where this photo was taken. In other words, we are interested in obtaining a ranking list of locations \( L \), which is ordered by the descending probability that a given tag set \( T \) belonging to an image is taken within the bounds of \( L \):

\[
P(L|T) = \frac{P(T|L)P(L)}{P(T)}
\]

(6.7)

A location in our framework is represented by a multinomial probability distribution over the vocabulary of tags. Since we do not have any prior information about locations and tags that would otherwise influence the ranking, we consider that \( P(L) \) is distributed uniformly and \( P(T) \) does not influence the ranking. The locations are then ranked by the probability to generate the tag set of the image. Assuming that each tag \( t_i \) in the tag set \( T \) is generated independently, the tag set likelihood can be expressed as:

\[
P(T|L) = \prod_{i=1}^{\mid T \mid} P(t_i|L)
\]

(6.8)

\[
P(t|L) = \frac{\mid L \mid}{\mid L \mid + \lambda} P(t|L)_{ML} + \frac{\lambda}{\mid L \mid + \lambda} P(t|G)_{ML}
\]

(6.9)

where \( P(t|L)_{ML} \) and \( P(t|G)_{ML} \) are maximum likelihood estimates of tag generation probabilities for the location and for the global language models, \( \mid L \mid \) is the size of the location \( L \) in tags and \( \lambda \) is the parameter of Dirichlet smoothing (Zhai and Lafferty, 2002). Dirichlet smoothing outperformed other kinds of smoothing in our preliminary experiments, seemingly due to its capability to decrease the influence of model lengths on ranking: other
smoothing models imply the preference for smaller models, while in our case we have a large number of “tiny” models (i.e. locations containing only a few images) due to sparseness of our data. This becomes even more critical, when the granularity of the earth grid is small.

The task of image classification using short user-generated metadata (tagsets) have a lot in common with the task of document retrieval if only to consider that users implicitly experience some information need while describing their images with tags. As in document retrieval we try to realize what document the user had in mind when typing a query, in spatial Flickr image classification we should suppose that user always has in mind some location, when typing tags for an image, and present the user with the most relevant one.

**Tag-based smoothing with neighbors**

Motivation to smooth from neighbourhoods of locations comes from the need to overcome data sparseness and from understanding that some tags indicate an area that exceeds the bounds of specific location. For example, even if we use very large 100 km cells, some tags specify a country or continent, which may be larger than 100 km. Second, some geographical objects and related tags can be situated in several locations due to the way the grid is placed on the earth surface (for example Rio de Janeiro is situated in 4 neighboring 100 km cells). Smoothing of document class models with models for broader categories is known to be effective for hierarchical document classification (McCallum et al., 1998). However, we do not consider larger cells models for smoothing, since in that case we would ignore the areas lying outside the larger cells bounds (if smaller cells are situated very close to their borders).

The first way to use spatial neighbourhood is to consider that each tag found within a specific location is generated by either the location’s language model, or by language models of neighboring locations:

\[
P(t|L) = \mu \frac{|L| \cdot P(t|L)_{ML}}{|L| + \lambda} + (1 - \mu) P(t|NB(L)) + \lambda \cdot P(t|G)_{ML} \frac{|L|}{|L| + \lambda}
\]  

(6.10)

\[
P(t|NB(L)) = \sum_{L' \in NB(L)} \frac{|L'|}{|L'| + \lambda} \cdot P(t|L'\_{ML}) \quad (2d + 1)^2 - 1
\]  

(6.11)

where \(NB(L)\) consists of all locations included into the neighbourhood of location \(L\), \(d\) is the minimal distance (in grid cells) between locations to be connected in our earth grid graph and \(\mu\) is the smoothing coefficient on the probability that the term is generated from the initial location’s language model.
Smoothing cell relevance probabilities

It is reasonable to assume that “good” locations come from “good” neighbourhoods. This means that some relevance should be propagated through the links between close locations. Similar techniques have shown themselves to be effective for the web retrieval (Shakery and Zhai, 2006) or expert finding (see Chapter 4). While, relevance propagation on document and entity graphs is traditionally modeled with random walks (Shakery and Zhai, 2006), we do not expect very distant nodes to have high influence on the relevance of the specific location. For these reasons and also because of computational efficiency requirements, we apply a simple weighted in-degree approach: the probability to generate the tag set of a certain location is augmented with the probabilities of neighbouring locations:

$$P(T|L) = \alpha P(T|L) + (1 - \alpha) \sum_{L' \in NB(L)} \frac{P(T|L')}{(2d + 1)^2 - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

Note that we are still able to include indirectly adjacent locations by setting parameter $d > 1$.

So far we have regarded our grid graph as undirected, which means that probabilities from all neighboring locations are used in Equation 6.12. It is known from document retrieval (Richardson and Domingos, 2001; Shakery and Zhai, 2006) that it is more efficient to propagate relevance in the hyper-link graph in the direction of more relevant documents. We propose to propagate relevance only from those locations that have lower scores than the location to be smoothed. The motivation is that it is safer to support those documents that have already enough probability to be relevant, than to make highly relevant documents support poor ones. In the case of location retrieval, we may think of the following similar motivation. In the cases when smoothing from nearby locations helps, it succeeds not to select the best location within a certain neighbourhood, which is already efficiently selected by the initial retrieval step, but to select the right “local winner” among those winners from different parts of the globe. Thus, relevance propagation in the direction of “local losers” is not motivated. In graph-related terms, we make our graph query-dependent: edges between cells become directed (from lower scored to higher scored cells) and hence not all of them are used for calculating weighted in-degree.

Boosting geo-related tags

It is known that users often annotate images with tags that can be recognised as location-specific from a first glance: names of places (e.g. cities or
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countries), points-of-interest (e.g. monuments, stadiums, hotels, or bars) or events known to happen in certain locations (e.g. festivals, sport competitions). While the geo-specificity of these tags is captured by our models, it is possible to conclude that some of these tags should be more popular near certain locations even without analysis of their spatial distribution. We introduce preliminary knowledge about tags into our models using a simple boosting approach, similar to the one recently used to boost expansion terms (Cao et al., 2008):

\[ P(t|L)_{ML} = P(t|L)_{ML}(1 + \beta P(Loc|t))/Z \]  

(6.13)

where \( P(Loc|t) \) is a probability of the tag \( t \) to be location-specific, \( \beta \) is a boosting coefficient and \( Z \) is a normalisation coefficient.

For the research described in this paper, we use the list of toponyms limited to English names of populated locations, which is taken from the GeoNames database to decide whether the tag is location-specific. For all tags that are in this list the \( P(Loc|t) \) equals 1.0 and otherwise equals 0. More sophisticated approaches to tag classification such as Overell et al. (2009) also fit the described method. Although the suggested boosting method depends on external sources, we can assume that most popular gazetteers more or less agree on official names of populated places and such information should be regarded as common knowledge. However, gazetteers might disagree significantly in how they define location centroids, bounding boxes and geographic ontologies. Using that information would make our conclusions less generalizable, and so we decided to avoid it.

**Spatial ambiguity-aware smoothing**

It is obvious that some tags are specific for more than one location: either because their scope exceeds the bounds of a single cell, or due to their ambiguity (for example *bath* and *Bath, UK* or because they are instances that are typically spotted at a few specific locations, such as *Elephants* (Weinberger et al., 2008). It is intuitive to trust highly spatially ambiguous tags less than tags that have a single geographical focus. Since we know the co-ordinates of all tag instances in the training data, we are able to characterise spatial ambiguity of a tag by the standard deviation of its latitudes and longitudes \( \sigma_{lat}, \sigma_{lon} \). To include this factor into our model we let the smoothing coefficient \( \lambda \) in Equation 6.9 be tag-specific and proportional to the ambiguity of a tag:

\[ \lambda(t) = \lambda + \gamma(\sigma_{lat}(t) + \sigma_{lon}(t)) \]  

(6.14)
where $\gamma$ is a weight coefficient to control the influence of ambiguity level on smoothing. As an expected effect, the individually generated probabilities of ambiguous tags will be less decisive for finding the most probable location for a tag set. This is especially important to prevent over-boosting of very ambiguous toponyms at the previous step (e.g., San Francisco refers to 28 populated places in Geonames database).

6.2.4 Experimental setup

To prepare a realistic dataset for our studies, we randomly sampled a set of 397000 geo-tagged Flickr images with the associated tags. The only filtering we performed was due to remove the effect of bulk uploads: users often describe a set of images taken at the same time and location with the same tagset (e.g., photos of the same object). To avoid overpresentation of accidental users and tags in the data, we considered only one image with a unique tagset per user per 1km cell. This reduced the set of photos to 140,000, which is still considerably larger than data sets used recently for data mining in Flickr (Rattenbury et al., 2007; Kennedy and Naaman, 2008).

To better understand the data, we geo-referenced all images with the GeoNames gazetteer. Figure 6.6 (left) indicates that a third of photos originate from the U.S., and an equal number of photos relate to Europe. Overall, the collection contains photos from about 180 different countries which makes the data set significantly more representative compared to data used recently, which are focused on the U.S. (Kennedy and Naaman, 2008).

The next step was to separate the data into three parts: data for building location models, data for parameters training and test data. After a series of preliminary experiments we came to the conclusion that the most realistic way to conduct experiments is to separate the data by users. In any other case (e.g., in case of random sampling or separation by image upload date), user-specific tags play a decisive role for finding locations (what would be a re-finding of one of the previous locations of the user). Despite that we expect the results to be better for the users that have their own data in the collection already, it was more important to find out whether we are able to make good predictions for unseen users and their tagsets. Therefore, to separate the data we just sorted the initial image set by unique user ids and considered roughly 120000 (≈85%) images to build models, 10000 (≈7%) to train parameters and 10000 (≈7%) to test our methods.

The main metric that we use for the evaluation and for tuning parameters on training data is location accuracy $\text{Acc}$, which simply calculates the percentage of correct predictions over all test examples. However, since we consider location recommendation as the primary task to benefit from our fo-
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) measures the ability of the system to find the actual location of a photo among its top recommendations.

- **Parent Accuracy (PAcc)** determines whether the predicted location belongs to the same parent with the correct location (for instance, 100 km cells are parents for 50 km cells, 50 km cells - for 10 km cells, etc.).

- **Accuracy within K cells (Acc@K)** computes whether the actual location is within a $K$-cell distance from the predicted location.

It is important to understand that the task of location prediction is not purely classification task, since for many tags (e.g. `southrussia`) it makes no sense to predict the location even at the 100 square kilometers level. However, the ability to properly determine the most probable area where the image (photo) was taken is what users really expect from the system. That is why PA and Acc@K measures are even more representative than Acc measure. Moreover, since we expect the data to be very sparse, it is obvious that we will not have models (containing sufficient number of images) for all possible cells on the earth grid (especially, when we use 1 - 10 kilometers divisions). Prediction of nearby cell then becomes the only way to at least partly fulfill the purpose of the system and this ability is evaluated by Acc@K measures.
### 6.2.5 Results

We evaluated the following methods and their combinations: baseline language model \(LM\), tag-based smoothing \(TS\), cell-based smoothing \(CS\), cell-based smoothing with score propagation in the direction of higher relevance \(CSR\), toponym based boosting \(TB\) and ambiguity-aware tag specific smoothing \(AS\).

All parameters for the tested methods (see Equations 6.9, 6.10, 6.12, 6.13, 6.14) are optimised on the held-out data using line search strategy with maximising accuracy (\(Acc\) in the table) until no improvement is observed. After optimising \(\lambda\) for the baseline retrieval model, the other parameters are optimised independently.

Table 6.3 details the performance of our methods for the different evaluation measures at five different levels of spatial granularity (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 km). Focusing first on the results for our baseline \(LM\) method, we observe that the accuracy increases, when increasing the grid size, from 0.067 to 0.288, which is consistent with our expectations. Additional performance improvement is observed when analysing the relaxed accuracy measures to include the direct neighbours of the predicted location. Moreover, as demonstrated by \(Acc@2\) measure, it is more efficient to locate images within 5km by using 1km cells and 2-cell distance, than by using 5km cells (same observation can be made for 10km and 50km cells).

Further, due to space constraints, we do not show the performance of advanced methods on 5km and 50km grid divisions. However, we testify that results in these cases generally agree with results for 1km, 10km and 100km cells.

Focusing on the effect of the three neighbourhood smoothing extensions \(TS\), \(CS\) and \(CSR\), we find some marginal improvements, with the CSR method outperforming the other two smoothing extensions independent of the chosen grid size, as shown in Table 6.4 for the grid size of 1, 10, and 100 km. Smoothing was only done with the immediate neighbours (\(d = 1\) in Equations 6.11, 6.12), using larger neighbourhoods did not turn out to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Acc@1</th>
<th>Acc@2</th>
<th>Acc@3</th>
<th>PAcc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1km</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5km</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10km</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50km</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100km</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Performance of the baseline LM method
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Acc@1</th>
<th>Acc@2</th>
<th>Acc@3</th>
<th>PAcc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1k m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+TS</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CS</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CSR</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+TS</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CS</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CSR</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+TS</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CS</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CSR</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Performance of neighbourhood smoothing

beneficial.

Finally, we have tested different combinations of LM, TB, AS and CSR methods. Table 6.5 shows the baseline and the best performing methods from Table 6.4 for clarity. We first observe that all methods improve over baseline LM for all measures. Second, among all improvements applied alone, TB method shows the best performance. However, the combinations of two methods produce even better results and the maximum performance is reached by using all three methods together (except for Acc and MRR measures for 1 km grid division). To sum up, the proposed techniques equally improve the performance of Acc and MRR measures for all cell sizes and are especially effective for 1 km cells according to the rest of measures (up to 31% improvement). The results for accuracy-based measures were not tested for statistical significance because they have a binary outcome (correct or incorrect). The final improvements for MRR are significant at $p < 0.001$ for 1 km and 10 km cells, and at $p < 0.005$ for 100 km cells for the paired t-test.

To study the potential of the proposed improvements, we also measured highly relaxed accuracies with $K$ up to 50. Classification into regions of larger bounds is principally easier and, as shown on Figure 6.7, the performance of the baseline method increases accordingly. Despite that fact, the benefit from the advanced methods stays the same which probably means that they avoid especially coarse errors (from improper predicted continents to countries).

We conducted an error analysis of our best method to know the bound-
aries of its performance. There are two main sources of errors: caused by sparsity and noisiness of location models and arising from ambiguity and incompleteness of tag sets used for mapping. In the first case, the right location is either not represented in the data (from 70% test cases for 1 km to 7% for 100 km cells), or poorly represented with tags specific for this location only (e.g. containing no toponyms). There are several types of images that are difficult to localize in the second case: (1) images with tags specific to too many locations (e.g. beach coast rocks lovers); (2) images with toponyms, but with no tags disambiguating them (e.g. michigan cats dogs); (3) images with a tag falsely indicating the reference to a location (e.g. madrid toronto taken in Madrid, but mapped to Toronto, or paris hilton picturing a poster in New York); (4) images containing a tag specific to a region larger than a chosen grid cell size (e.g. alaska snow for 100 km cells or montmartre paris for 1 km cells). We suppose that first three types of errors can be eliminated in the future by taking some contextual or user-specific evidence: for instance, tags of recently uploaded images or the location of user IP. Cases like...
the one shown in Figure 6.8 may be resolved with additional image content analysis. The latter type of error is more difficult to avoid since some parts of large locations will be always richer in region-specific tags due to being more popular among users. However, the suggestion of the most popular part of it instead of the region as a whole or its centroid is a sensible strategy conceivably correlating with user satisfaction. It is interesting to notice that the dependence of mapping performance on the quality of test tag sets is reflected in distribution of accurately mapped images over countries. As we see on Figure 6.6 (right), photos taken in very popular tourist destinations, such as France, Italy or Morocco, are represented better among correct mappings than in the entire data set, seemingly because tourists almost always describe their photos with location specific tags.

There are several ways in which we would like to extend our mapping approach in the future. First, it is necessary to automatically define an appropriate grid division for a tag set. It is important to minimise interactions between users and the system by showing a map view at the optimal zoom level: probably covering more than one cell, if there are several relevant cells near each other. Second, it seems promising to study the utility of additional evidence coming from a user profile, uploads history, social network or IP address. Finally, images used to build location models can be distinguished by using common (e.g. noise ratio) or Flickr-specific (number of views, interestingness) quality measures.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter we described our solutions for two novel tasks resembling expert finding to a considerable degree: entity ranking in Wikipedia and placing Flickr images on a map. While it was possible to apply the state-of-art document retrieval method to the first problem, category expansion and random walk based methods for relevance propagation helped us to improve the baseline performance. As a solution to a completely different entity ranking task, we presented and evaluated generic methods for automatically placing photos uploaded to Flickr on the World map. We showed that we can effectively estimate language models of locations through analysis of the terms people use to describe images taken within their bounds. This left us with an extensible baseline, for which we have shown that we can further increase the accuracy of our predictions by incorporating ambiguity-aware smoothing, cell-based smoothing with score propagation in the direction of highly relevant neighbours, and using an external knowledge base.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Acc@1</th>
<th>Acc@2</th>
<th>Acc@3</th>
<th>PAcc</th>
<th>1k m</th>
<th>+CSR</th>
<th>+TB</th>
<th>+TB+CSR</th>
<th>+AS</th>
<th>+AS+TB</th>
<th>+AS+CSR</th>
<th>+AS+TB+CSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+CSR</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td>+14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+TB</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+AS</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>+12%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+TB+CSR</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+AS+TB</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+AS+CSR</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+AS+TB+CSR</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Performance of combinations of methods
This chapter summarizes our findings by giving an overview of techniques we developed and observations that we made while answering the research questions posed in Section 1.2. We also highlight future research directions and describe potential ways to extend and generalize the results presented in this thesis.

7.1 Contributions

This section outlines the lessons that we learned while following our research objectives and answering related research questions. Our final conclusions together with the methods we described in this thesis represent our contributions to research progress in enterprise search, expert finding and related areas.

RO1: Going beyond independence of terms and experts

In many cases, the main source of expertise evidence in the enterprise are the documents that contain mentions of employees. Despite that such mentions may potentially refer to different persons, especially if their names are ambiguous, normally if a full name or an e-mail address are mentioned, the relation of a person to a document can be established with high certainty. Documents thus represent a unique layer that connects topics expressed in words to actual people by using them together in the same context. This observation immediately leads to the assumption that the strength of relation of a person to query terms, measured by the frequency of their co-occurrence, is also a measure of personal expertise with respect to the topic of the query.

State-of-the-art expert finding methods armed with this principle provide elegant ways to model the co-occurrence, but regard individual occurrences
of persons and terms in documents as independent events. Although, such
default view of text generation allows for acceptable performance, it was still
tempting to explore alternatives and answer the following research questions:

Does the assumption about dependence of terms and persons in
a document lead to better performance of expert finding methods
measuring the degree of their co-occurrence? How to model this
dependence and estimate its strength? How to use the assumption
of dependence to infer personal expertise?

In order to answer these questions in Chapter 3, we proposed a novel
expert finding method. It is based on a model assuming that terms appear
in documents after persons are already mentioned, since these persons define
the topics of documents and “generate” their terms. The driving motivation
behind our approach was to break the assumption of independent generation
of persons and terms by document language models. Finally, we described
and evaluated three variations of our method. The first variation was based
on learning the language model of a person from the data by maximizing
its likelihood. We calculated the probabilities that a document relates to a
person by giving scores to occurrences of persons specific to the document
part where the person is found. In the second variation, we learned these
probabilities directly from the data along with personal language models. In
the third variation, we additionally utilized a non-uniformly distributed prior
probability that a person is an expert. Thus we strengthened the importance
of expertise evidence coming from a personal language model is acquired using
sufficient amount of data. Note that we considered that persons generate
only relevant documents, since we used only top ranked documents as our
data sample for each query. We evaluated all three versions of our approach
and observed that the latter two of them outperform the baseline method
assuming the independent occurrence of terms and persons given a document.
This observation led us to the first important conclusion.

Conclusion 1. The assumption of dependence between persons and
terms in a document allows to build models that are more effective than
those assuming independence. It might be beneficial to consider that the
occurrence of terms in a document depends on persons that are mentioned
in this document.

While we assumed above that persons are responsible for terms in a doc-
ument, there are more ways to measure the degree of their relation. For
example, we can imagine that their order in the document gives us a clue
about non-randomness of their co-occurrence. We explored the utility of this
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heuristic by proposing and evaluating an order-based expert finding method. This method considered that a person is related to the (relevant) content of a document to a degree indicated by the position of his/her identifier given positions of query terms. After successful evaluation of the proposed method we arrived at the following conclusion.

Conclusion 2. There might be dependency between persons and query terms that is indicated by their order in the document. In this case, the position of a person in respect to positions of query terms should be considered when measuring the strength of the relation between a person and the relevance expressed in the document.

RO2: Going beyond the scope of directly related documents

Even though it is intuitive to search for expertise evidence in the documents where persons are mentioned, other less obvious sources of evidence should not be necessarily ignored. A person and the set of documents where he/she is mentioned is not a closed world in many cases (see Figure 4.1 in Section 4). If we look at persons and the documents mentioning them as a graph, we may notice that it contains a lot of implicit relations between nodes represented by paths consisting of more than one directed edge. For example, there may be indirect links among persons due to their co-occurrence in the same documents and indirect links among documents when they mention the same person. Direct links among persons due to their professional relations and direct links among documents due to hyperlinks or citations might make such a graph even denser. These observations suggest that remote expertise evidence coming from those documents which are not directly connected to persons may have some potential to improve expert finding performance. To formalize and test our intuition, we answered the following research questions.

What sources of expertise evidence in the organization, besides those documents that mention the person, can be used for estimation of his/her expertise? Should we stop after the first step of relevance probability propagation from retrieved documents to directly related candidate experts? How to model the multi-step relevance propagation in a graph of documents and persons?

As an answer to these questions, we suggested three random walk based models that are able to propagate relevance from documents to candidates even when they are not in direct containment relations. In all three cases we assume that the further evidence is located from a person, the less reliable it is. However, we allow all sources of evidence to add to our trust in a person
as an expert. All proposed methods assume that there is a random surfer (a user) searching for expertise, who always starts the walk from relevant documents, but not necessarily stops after the first step. The smooth and fair propagation of relevance is established by compulsory concentration of the walk around relevant documents, when chances to visit persons depend on how far they are located from the most relevant documents. Their probabilities of being visited at some point in the future are used as measures of their expertise. All three methods differ by how they define that point in the future and how they concentrate the walk around relevant documents. The first method, based on a finite random walk, assumes that a random surfer makes always a predefined number of steps, but stays at documents with a probability proportional to their relevance. The second method, based on an infinite random walk, models a surfer as a tireless seeker, regularly returning to one of the relevant documents with some probability. The third method, using an absorbing random walk, calculates the probability that a surfer visits the candidate in the future (or after a certain number of steps) at least once. We evaluated all three random walk based methods and found each of them more effective than the baseline one-step relevance propagation method using only direct expertise evidence for candidates. These observations let us conclude the following.

Conclusion 3. There might be other sources of expertise evidence for a person, besides documents explicitly mentioning that person, namely, implicitly related documents. It is possible to utilize these sources by propagating document relevance in multiple steps in a graph of documents and persons. By using this indirect expertise evidence we are able to improve our chances to predict personal expertise.

Using user models to calculate probabilities that the candidate is an expert can be additionally motivated by the fact that the search for expertise also usually starts from issuing a query to a document search engine, reading one of top ranked documents and finding a person, hopefully an expert, inside. However, users do not always stop after finding that person, since there is no guarantee that they found an expert. Real-world and hence in many cases not fully automated search for expertise is a multi-step process involving reading several documents and meeting several persons by following all kinds of document and social path-ways (Ackerman et al., 2002). That imaginary, yet sensible and realistic activity, is exactly what we attempted to model. The success of our models implies the following.

Conclusion 4. If to model expert finding in the enterprise, it is beneficial to assume that the search for expertise is a multi-step process of consulting documents and people.
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RO3: Going beyond the scope of the organization

Previously, we discovered that it is beneficial to utilize additional sources of expertise evidence implicitly related to a candidate. However, the idea to search for indirect evidence never implied that we should limit ourselves only to the sources of such evidence existing within an enterprise. Moreover, since expert finding methods measure the intensity of relevant social activity, it is reasonable to highly reward the activity outside the enterprise due to its effect on the public image of the company. So, as the next step in our research, we tried to find the answers to the following questions.

What information sources outside of the organization are useful for finding experts? What measures can be used to get high-quality estimates of expertise from these sources? Is there any benefit in combining evidence acquired from these sources with evidence found in the organization?

It was promising to look for the additional expertise evidence in publicly available sources on the Web. Using several content-specific APIs of major search engines, we were able to acquire expertise evidence of six types: global, regional and document-specific web search based evidence, as well as news, blog and academic search based evidence. In almost all cases when we used only one type of external evidence, expert finding performed better than when we relied solely on the evidence originating from the enterprise. This observation helped us confirm the following.

Conclusion 5. There are sources of information on the Web that can be used to search for expertise evidence. Generic web content, as well as public sources of specific types, like news, blogs or on-line libraries can be used to compare expertise of employees within an organization. Expertise evidence found on the Web may have even better quality than the evidence found within the enterprise.

However, our major goal was more than just testing the predicting power of several types of expertise evidence. We noticed that experts are people who are often not only knowledgeable, but also authoritative and recognizable. Thus, we can expect experts to be frequently mentioned in relevant documents found in more than one type of information source. To validate this principle, we aggregated ranks that have been assigned to the candidates when we used each type of evidence separately. Combining rankings built on different types of evidence increased our performance by far and enabled us to conclude the following.

Conclusion 6. People are more likely experts if ranked high according to more than one type of expertise evidence. Thus, it might be important
to aggregate different kinds of global and organizational evidence for the maximum performance of expert finding.

We need to admit that using web evidence was much more beneficial than using sophisticated methods to extract evidence from organizational documents mentioning the person (see Section 3) and other indirect sources of evidence in the enterprise (see Section 4). However, the assumption that “omnipresence” is mandatory for experts should hold only in those companies that encourage their employees for public activity and knowledge sharing (e.g. research institutes). In many other cases, we do not expect web evidence to have such a dramatic influence on expert finding performance. Other proposed methods operating in the scope of a single organization would then become more decisive.

RO4: Going beyond the scope of the expert finding task

Expert finding belongs to the class of information retrieval tasks whose primary challenge is to estimate relevance of entities with incomplete, non-reliable or missing descriptions. That is the reason why solutions proposed in this thesis should be applicable for a variety of tasks that can be formulated as entity ranking on an abstract level. In order to support the claim that our methods have a scientific and practical value not only for one specific application, we explored related areas and tried to answer the following research questions.

Do other applications benefit from the principles used to develop expert finding algorithms? To what degree should solutions be adapted for related tasks?

The first task we approached was entity ranking in Wikipedia (see Section 6.1). Despite the fact that entities are described by Wikipedia pages, a large part of them have only limited descriptions. Our random walk based approaches made it possible to utilize relevance evidence coming from pages explicitly and implicitly linked to an entity in the Wikipedia hyperlink graph. As our experiments demonstrated, we were able to outperform methods ranking entities only by relevance probabilities of their pages. Another novel application, which we described in this thesis was placing Flickr images on a map using only their user-generated descriptions (see Section 6.2). While, mapping images does not look like an information retrieval task at a first glance, in fact, it can be easily formulated as such. In that case, entities (locations) are described by directly related documents (images found within their bounds) and correct or nearest (relevant) locations should be found for
a tagset (query). Using aggregated indirect relevance evidence coming from spatially nearest neighbors of locations was helpful.

However, we found that it is not always possible to directly transfer solutions from one area to another and immediately reach maximum performance. Expert finding and similar entity ranking tasks are not exceptions in this regard. Entity ranking in Wikipedia heavily depends on category expansion techniques and placing Flickr images on a map benefits from considering toponymy and spatial ambiguity of tags. All these techniques are very task-specific. However, all applications covered in this thesis benefited from the principle of indirect evidence propagation in a graph of entities. To sum up these observations, we formulated the following conclusion.

**Conclusion 7.** Methods and principles developed for the expert finding can be applied to a number of related tasks, particularly to rank entities in Wikipedia and to place objects on a map using their user-generated descriptions. However, there is always the need for a task specific solution if performance is a critical issue.

### 7.2 Directions for Future Work

Various research directions can be followed in the future. Certainly, the person-centric modeling approach from Chapter 3 can be extended up to higher complexity. We can analyze not only top documents, but the entire collection and regard the personal language model as a mixture of sub-persons (clusters) representing different fields of his/her expertise. These inside experts can be used differently across documents and their probability of use may even depend on the set of other persons appearing in the document. A document can be also represented not only as a mixture of persons, but also as a mixture of global latent topics, which in turn appear to be mixtures of persons, accumulating knowledge in the corresponding fields. As an alternative, we can even suppose that terms and persons are independent given such a latent topic, which generates both these kinds of entities. It is also reasonable to find a better use of specific data formats. Particularly, we can consider that persons in the email document appear non-independently: the occurrence of persons in \textit{to} and \textit{cc} fields should depend on the author of the email, who is selecting them for communication. It is also promising to take document links into account: for instance, by regarding emails relating to one thread as a single document. It might be also beneficial to have a unified model combining all features describing co-occurrence into account: the proximity of a candidate to query terms, the order of their occurrence, the frequency of a candidate’s occurrence etc. It is also promising to make the
document-candidate weights depend not only on the positions of candidate experts with respect to query terms positions in a document, but also on their absolute positions in the document and on its type.

The random walk based principle of expertise evidence dissemination presented in Chapter 4 is also worthwhile to be researched deeper. For example, a random surfer could move from persons to documents with a probability proportional not only to their association degree, but also to their relevance. Additionally, new entities (e.g. dates of mailing lists) can be introduced into expertise graphs to better model the relevance flow. Furthermore, not only documents, but paragraphs or sentences may serve as sources of flowing out relevance. Future work in this area should also include a wider use of professional connections between employees or any other knowledge about information flows in the organization. In cases when an appropriate organizational structure is not available, one can try to infer it through hierarchical clustering of persons using their pre-computed static profiles or links inferred from their e-mail communications. It is also interesting to study how the propagation of document relevance through persons to other documents may affect the performance of the initial document retrieval run.

It is also promising to explore the usefulness of other possible sources of global expertise evidence (see Section 5.3) and to apply more sophisticated measures of result set quality. First, various normalization and smoothing techniques could be applied to the URL quality measures that we used. Second, we can try to acquire click/visit popularities of pages. Not only major search engines with their huge query logs are able to analyze such statistics. Web sites like Alexa.com and Compete.com provide a unique opportunity (also through APIs) to inquire about the total number of visits and overall time spent at the domain by web surfers. Other source-specific quality measures should not be overlooked: e.g. blog features (number of subscribers) when using Blog search based evidence or publication features (publisher’s authority or citation index) when using academic evidence. However, the most promising direction is applying machine learning mechanisms to find out which quality features of a web result item are the most important and how to combine them into a powerful expertise prediction model. It is also clear that we need a more efficient strategy of evidence acquisition. Sending queries for each person and a query to every web search service is not practical, resource consuming and causes too much latency. The round-robin strategy used in this work may be improved by asking evidence for less promising persons from each next evidence source after rank aggregation at each step. Focused web crawling using all candidates and the organization’s names should not be disregarded as a possible option.

A number of related entity ranking tasks are worth to be researched as
well. Problems similar to expert finding arise in the scope of many popular web applications. Possible examples are routing incomplete articles to editors in Wikipedia, or routing questions to potential answerers in question answering portals, like Yahoo! Answers. Expert finding in on-line social networks should be foreseen as a key stage of their evolution. Moreover, proactive recommendation of contacts, recruiters, jobs and companies based on explicit and implicit queries built from user profiles is already in high demand and provided by such services as Linkedin.
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Abstract

The automatic search for knowledgeable people in the scope of an organization is a key function which makes modern Enterprise search systems commercially successful and socially demanded. A number of effective approaches to expert finding were recently proposed in academic publications. Although, most of them use reasonably defined measures of personal expertise, they often limit themselves to rather unrealistic and sometimes oversimplified principles. In this thesis, we explore several ways to go beyond state-of-the-art assumptions used in research on expert finding and propose several novel solutions for this and related tasks.

First, we describe measures of expertise that do not assume independent occurrence of terms and persons in a document what makes them perform better than the measures based on independence of all entities in a document. One of these measures makes persons central to the process of terms generation in a document. Another one assumes that the position of the person’s mention in a document with respect to the positions of query terms indicates the relation of the person to the document’s relevant content. Second, we find the ways to use not only direct expertise evidence for a person concentrated within the document space of the person’s current employer and only within those organizational documents that mention the person. We successfully utilize the predicting potential of additional indirect expertise evidence publicly available on the Web and in the organizational documents implicitly related to a person. Finally, besides the expert finding methods we proposed, we also demonstrate solutions for the tasks from related domains. In one case, we use several algorithms of multi-step relevance propagation to search for typed entities in Wikipedia. In another case, we suggest generic methods for placing photos uploaded to Flickr on the World map using language models of locations built entirely on the annotations provided by users with a few task specific extensions.
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